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CURRENCY UNIT PESO (MEXS)

On May 20, 1991, the exchange rate in the controlled market was
USs - MexS2980.40; and in the free market US$1 - Mex$3002. The
controlled exchange rate is currently being devalued by Mex$0.40 a day.

Weimhts and Measures

Metric System

Fiscal Year

January 1 - December 31

Abbreviations and Acronyms

BANAMEX - National Bank of Mexico
BANOBRAS - National Bank of Works znd Services
CEM - State Commissions for Municipal Studies
CNEM - National Center for Municipal Studies
CODEM - National Commission for Municipal Ejidal Lands
CONALEP - National Commission for Legalization of Ejidal Lands
COPLADES - State Committees for Economic and Social Planning
COPLADEMs - Municipal Committees for Economic and Social Planning
COPLAMUNs - Municipal Committees for Economic and Social Planning
CORETT - Commission for Regularization of Land Tenancy and Tai ffs
FCP - Compensatory Revenue Sharing Fund
FFM - Municipal Revenue Sharing Fund
FGP - General Revenue Sharing Fund
FIFAPA - Trust Fund for Water and Sewerage
FOMUN - Municipal Development Program
IEPES - Institute for Economic and Social Planning
IRAP - National Institute for Public Administration
INDOTEC - National Institute of Public Finance
PRONASOL - National Solidarity Program
INEGI - National Institute for Geography, Information,

and Statistics
SARK - Secretary of Agriculture and Hydraulic Resources
SCHP - Secretary for Credit and Public Treasury
SEDUE - Secretary for Urban Development and Ecology
SPP - Secretary for Programming and Planning
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1. For a decade now Mexican Administrations have pursued broad policies
of decentralization. These have embraced constitutional, fiscal and
institutional reforms. Stare and municipal administrations have been accorded
substantial statutory shares of national revenues. An increasing proportion of
federal investment is planned by state and municipal level coordinating
committees (COPLADES and COPLADEMS/COPLAMUNS)v and undertaken through Convenios
Unicos de Desarrollo (CUDs) in which state and, in most cases, municipal
administrations participate in desigr. and execution. The Constitution has been
amended to give municipal administrations prime responsibility for urban planning
and infrastructure, and rights to property taxation. Federal secretariats have
delegated considerable respensibility to state level representations.

2. These reforms have been undertaken against a backdrop of continuing
and massive urban growth, which is set to continue, with the fastest rates in the
secondary cities. Urban areas now contain 702 of the population, and on present
trends this will reach 802 vithin another twenty years. Mexico City is growing
at less than one per cent per annum, but secondary cities at nearly five per
cent. Sixty two cities now exceed 100,000 people.

3. Decentralization of decision making is a rational response to these
changes. Local participation in investment choice increases the efficiency of
resource allocation. Equity is improved when thoso who benefit meet the cost;
and benefits of most public urban services (apart perhaps from education, health
care and waste disposal) are largely localized.

4. This Report therefore endorses the broad thrust of recent government
policies, and does not suggest any major departure from them. Its concern has
been to identify constraints to their full implementation and opportunities for
their further development.

5. Our first major area of concern is the division of resnonsibilitv
between the three tiers of moverament for resource allocation. This involves
issues of both principle and process.

6. In the past, patterns of federal investment have been influenced by
spatial targeting of population growth. We believe that industry, employment and
people have shown a robust resolve to locate themselves in places of inherent
economic advantage, regardless of planners' intentions. The 1990-1994 National
Urban Development Plan recognizes this by emphasizing the need for
infrastructural investment to reinforce the demographic and economic growth
demonstrated by the secondary cities over the last decade, and to encourage
private investment in natural growth corridors.

7. A further target of the Urban Development Plan is the improvement of
living conditions of the poorest neighborhoods in towns throughout the country.
This is being pursued through the National Solidarity Program. We strongly
endorse an emphasis on the needs of the poor in investment choice. Poverty
cannot be addressed simply by some general territorial redistribution of
resources since this does not ensure that they benefit poor people and ignores
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the needs of the poor in richer regions. poverty has to be addressed by
investments of particular benefit to the poor and targetted to poor neighborhoods
wherever they exist.

8. Several measures have been undertaken to Improve efficiency in the
allocation of resoureos. These include:

(a) Channeling a proportion of federal investments through CUD. to
involve state and, to a lesser but growing extent, municipal
participation in progrsm choice, design and execution, together
with counterpart recources;

(b) joltt planning of investments through COPLADES;

(c) the rapid proliferation of municipal solidarity programs aimed
at poverty alleviation; and

(d) the increasing substitution of SANORIAS credits for grant
financing of services appropriate for user charging.

Further iprovements in the allocation and coordination of urban infrastructural
investment are being pursued through proposal. under the National Urban
Development Program to create Commissione of Urban Development in the fast
growing secondary cities, and to give these areas priority in such investment.

9. We endorse these reforms and recommend further steps to enhance their
benefit;

(a) progressive increases in the proportion of federal livestment
funded through these channels;

(b) developing improved guidelines and enhancing the local
uapabilities for conducting the finant al and economic appraisal
of state programs submitted for CUD financin; and

(c) including In CUDs allocations some compensation for local
investment and operating costs arising from direct federal
investment.

109 Our second concern is to strenathen municial administration. The
amendment in 1983 of Article 115 of the Constitution was a major breakthrough In
defining a field of responsibility in which municipal administration should bave
a primary role. Its fundamental fitness for this role was confirmed by the
strong signs of accountability, responsiveness and flexibility shown by the
several local governments we visited. But there are still severe institutional
constraints to be overcome if the objectives of the constitutional reform, and
the "self -management culture" sought by the Salinas Administration are to be
achieved.

11. Perhaps the biggest constraint is the discontinuity of municipal
administration represented by the three year term of office and the associated
turnover in managerial and professional staffing. Although there would be risks
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In extending the term of office, we believe that thee. are considerably
outweighed by the shortcomings of the three year term. Given the deeply rooted
objection to re-election of incumbent., constitutinal *ocndgnt to extend
municinal terms of office to oil naear is stronatly recommendeda oetr
solelion.

12. A second fundamental constraint is the ntability of municipal
administrations to legislate within their constitutional fields of
responsibility. "Self-management" is difficult when municipal administrations
are dependent upon docisiono by state authortcies over, for example, the rates
and assement of the revenues on which thoy depend, or the zoning laws they have
to admitister - deciston. which are always unpredietable and often unsympathetic,
where political competition arises between office holders at different levels of
government. We gecommend that Municialities be given power to leitslate over
vatters within thelr cametence under Qrtigle 115. thoush recoanizing that this
is azaLn a long term solution.

13. The third area of basic weakness concerns the territorial structure
of municipal administration. There are considerable disparities between the
sizes of municipalities, many of which are too small to offer tecbnical capacity
for a wide range of urban services. Moreover a number of urban functions such
as water supply, transportation, environmental protection or waste disposal
require planning and regulation on a conurbation wide basis, exceeding the
jurisdiction of individual municipalities. Article 115 of the Constitution
envisages Inter-municipal cooperation as the solution to these deficiencies.
Howver, this approach has not been widely practiced, or encouraged by state
governments which prefer to substitute their own Intervention. We recommend that
positive Impetus should be given to inter-municipal cooperation, for example bv
making it a channl for suitable federal and internationally financed investment
in infrastructure development. This will help to promote real accountability by
clarifying the separate responsibilities os mAnicipal administration.

14. Turning to municinal finance, revenue sharing has given municipal
administrations access to the buoyant and loes politically sensitive taxes which
they need at a time of rapid urban growth. The present overall percentage share
awarded to the municipal level appears roughly consistent with its
responsibil2xies, but would need to be raised if these were increased
signiflcantly, (perbaps In the fields of health care and education). However the
distribution of the municipal share between jurisdictions needs review in a
number of states. Wherea the origin base of distribution is reasonably
efficient as between states, it causes considerable distortions at the municipal
level waere large numbers live and work in different jurisdictions. It causes
disparities In nor galt" revenue from participation funds between neighboring
municipalities which are unacceptable on both efficiency and equity grounds. __W
recoinnd that nonulatlo size should be the uredominant factor in inter-
municival distribution of particilation funds within states.

15. There has been a major decline in the real yields of property
taxation, arising both from its lack of response to inflation and the lack of
interest of state governments In updating rates or values since yields have
accrued to the muicipal administrations. Increasing the contribution of property
taxation to the general incidence of taxation is not an end in itself since
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reater exploitation of other more elastic and lose politically vulnerable levies
would probably bo a more Offective way of reducing any national flscal deficit.
We se the potential contribution of property tax In a totally different light
as an instrument of local fiscal choice. Being the only tax field assigned
exclusively to municipal dministrations, It should be the menoo through which
the latter adjust local revenue raisitg to preferred levels of spendiug and
corunal service. This can only be realized if, as we recommend, municipal
administrations are given statutory power to fix the rates of property tax and
the unit values on which it is assessed. But we recognize the exceptional
political disincentives associated with property taxation, and feel that these
should be partially reduced by providing for automatic annual indexation of
assessed values.

16. Even stronger arguments support reforms of municipal user charging for
services, and particularly water supply. As a means of financing "private goods"
user charging should promote efficiency by reflecting the cost of provision, and
equity by imposing costs on beneficiaries. Both aims are currently und6cmined
by failure to update tariffs in the light of inflation, and by increasing degrees
of subsidy from tot based revenue. Further distortions arise from state
gover.ument intervention in service provision and funding, often In wealthier
communities. We endorse the Government's policy of encouraging municipal
administrations to extend charging to all "private good" services, and cgeoMea
that they be itivenognor to set tariffs and eneoUra_aed to revMige the reularly.

17. Finally, current efforts to strengthen the human resources of
mnicipal administrations need reinforcement. The introduction of_ a civil
service career structure for nrofessioal and managegial staff based on
cometitiye auointment needs ur&2pt consideration. (We recognize that this is
not exclusively a municipal problem, but it is aggravated by the shorter term of
office). More equitable distribution of revenue shares should permit a reduction
in inter-municipal disparities in salary levels. More attention is needed to the
institutional bass for municinal training; the establisbment of state level
institutions governed and financed by municipal administrations themselves is one
possible solution.

i8. The Bank should be willing to assist this process of progressive
roform. Lending to compleont the flow of ederal funds for urban infrastructure
invostment through CUDs and BANOBRAS credits would be one method of doing so.
Funding should be limited to programs complying with the thrust of these
recommendations, and eventually also to states undertaking reforms in municipal
administration and revenue compatible with them.
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A. Intrfl3ctL5f

1.01 For twelve or more years, succesive Mexican Governments have
initiated reforms to enhance che participation of state and municipal
administrations in the allocation of resources and the execution of
development programs. The purpose of this Report is to discuss how further
decentralization on these lines can help address the continuing challenges of
urbanization. The teua "decentralization" is thus used to describe a
politico-managerial process, not a spatial strategy.

B. Pattern of Urbanization

1.02 The decades of most rapid rates of population expansion in Mexico
have passed, at least for the largest cities. But present totals and rates of
overall growth-- over 81 million growing at slightly more than 2 percent--
still present serious challenges to management in the urban sector (Table 1).
In twenty years, 80 percent of the 120 million projected population will be
urban, up from over 70 percent at present. The rates of growth in Mexico City
and the other metropolitea areas are considerably less than those in secondary
cities which on average are growing at about 4.8 percent annually (see Table
2). Mexico City is estimated to grow at less than 1.0 percent annually, and
Monterrey and Guadalajara at about 4.0 percent. Less than half these rates
are due to migration. Major change in the underlying demographic
dynamics--decrease in birth rates, and a shift in the intensity and directions
of migration--have taken place since 1970, resulting in faster growth of
secondary cities such as Toluca, Queretaro, and Tuxtla, for instance, where
migration accounts for well over half the annual increase (Table 3). For the
largest cities, natural increase, rather than migration, is the driving force
in city growth. These demographic trends fall in line with the other major
republics in the region (Table 1), although the degree of dominance of Mexico
City in the national economy remains exceptional.

1.03 Although Mexico City is a dominating force in the urban sector,
there is nonetheless a well-defined productive and distributive urban system
of cities within which more than 50 cities play important roles as national
and regional centers. This system consists of Mexico City, the three next
largest conurbations, followed by 58 medium size cities and state capitals of
between roughly 100 thousand and one million residents, and 106 smaller towns
which serve as agricultural supply and service centers throughout the country.
Mexico City produces nearly 40 percent of the GDP, has half the nation's
industrial plant, and accounts for the lion's share of financial transactions
in the country. But the capital is gradually losing its centripetal force in
the economic life of the country. Some of the surrounding cities-- for
instance, Puebla (at 4.4 percent per annum), Queretaro (at 5.9 percent), and
Toluca (4.7 percent)- - are beginning to absorb new population growth in what
appears to be "spontaneous" deconcentration. The same is true for key border
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cities, which are growing much more rapidly than in the past. Industrial
investments in "in-bond" industries on the border have created 100,000 jobs
in the past decade. Industrial investment in Nuevo Laredo, for example, is
growing at annual rates of 10 percent (See Table 4 on the cities of the
northern region).

1.04 Quite marked differew..es in urbanization, services, and income are
found in the country (See Table 8). In contreat to the strong industrial
character of urban growth in the Northeast and Northwest, the cities of the
central arid states (North Central) are devoted to irrigated agricultural and
livestock production for export, whereas cities in the southern mountain
states (Southwest) are largely subsistence agriculture and trading centers.
The cities of these regions reflect their respective resource endowmentas
cities in the south are smaller, their residents on the whole are less healthy
and well educated than in other regions, and inacome are lower. Coastal and
especially oil production areas are in a class by themselves. Cities along
the Gulf and the Pacific have been bolstered either by petroleum production,
ports, or touri$.. States in the Southeast (Yucatan Peninsula) have
benefitted from tourism, with limited spread effects. In agriculture, the
peninsular states are in a second decade of effort to develop alternatives to
the henequen economy. Basic household setvices--water and sewerage, and waste
disposal--are persistently defleient in urban areas. The Bank's 1988 sector
study of water and wastes reports that past investments in water and sewerage
were barely able to maintain parity of service expansicn with population
growth and that 0.7 percent of GNP (about US$1.2 billion yearly) would be
required to reach the coverage targets of 90 percent water and 82 percent
sewerage by the year 2000 (see Table 6).

C. inat_itta 1 nalDeyjl2pol"

1.05 Mexico is divided into 31 states and the Federal District of Mexico
City, and further into 2,397 municipalities. Relations between the Federal
Government and the States are defined by the Constitution. Despite this
federal character the control and allocation of governmental resources have
been highly centralized. Nevertheless four reform program have been
initiated over the last dozen years in pursuit of decentralization.

1.06 The first, chronologically, was through revenue sharing under the
WLey de Coordinaci6n Fiscalm of 1978. This law consolidated and expanded
state and municipal sharing of national taxation in return for suspension of
state/local levies overlapping with the newly introduced value added tax
(IVA). This not only guaranteed subnational administrations a share in
buoyant federal revenue sources, but subjected these transfers to a formula
base free of discretionary allocation-at least so far as the distribution
between states was concerned. (Distribution of the municipal share between
municipalities within a state remains at state discretion). Further
modifications are now in progress as described in Chapter III, section S.

1.07 Secondly, a process of devolving management of services to state
administrations has begun. The Federal secretariat for Health has reached
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agreeamets (convenio) wlth fourteen state governaents to devolve
responsibliLty to thm for operation agd mnagment of health sorvicesi the
Federal Government recurrent budget allocations for these servLces will be
transferred by grant to these fourteen states, although the latter will be
expected to supplement thLs fundLng from thelr own resources. Policy
decisions have been taken recently to extend this devolutLon of health
responsLbllitLes to the remaminig statea, and to take asmLlar measures in
respect of the management ot prlmary and secondary education, rural road
maLntenance and some aspects of agricultural servlces.

1.08 The thlrd set of reforms has associated state and munLeLpal
admlnistrations more closely ln the allocatlon of federal investment funds
within their juriLdictions. These changes have bren progresslve and have
ta!cen a number of forms:

(a) In 1985 steps were taken to deconcentrate federal administration by
opening branch offLces ("DelegatLons0) of federal socretariats in
each state 

(b) An Lncreasing proportion of federal investaent wlthln states is
undertaken through the Regional Development Budget. This is made
up of a direct budgetary allocation and portLons of pArtLcular
sectoral budgets whlch are set asLde for execution by grants rather
than direct Federal Secretariat spendLag. The Regional Development
Budget ia dLsbursed through Convenios Unicos de Desarrollo
(*CUDU). These are agreements under which the State Government
contributes a fixed proportlon of the costs of the investment and
undertakes lts execution. In many cases the municipal
administratLon becomes a third party to the funding and the
executing ajency. A number of states have developed parallel
programs under which pro: ects are jointly financed by state,
mun'.eipal and community contributions, and executed under municipal
supervision. This prcceose has been accelerated by the inception of
neighborhood improvement schemes in 2000 munLeLpios under the
National SoLidarLty Program (PRONASOL), executed by munLclpal
admlnLitrations

(c) Planning machLnery has been established at state level which brings
together representatives of both federal and state agencies in
dLesusaing and coordinating investment programs. MunLicpal, social
and prlvate sector organizatLons may weli be Lnvolved ln this
process as well--either generally or ln relatLon to speeific
sectors. These planning cells are known as "ComLtes para la
Planeaclon de Desarrollo Estatal" (COPLADIS). In a number of
states these institutions are beLng replicated ln larger
munLcipLos, wLth the lnvolvement of federal, state and municipal
agency representatlves ln COPLADUMs (also called COPLAMUNS).

(d) Under the NatLonal Urban Development Program, 1990-1994, it is
planned to establish Urban Developmnt CommLosLons in the 80
secondary cities. Headtid by the Governors and Munlcipal
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Presldonts, and with SUDUN representatives as tochnical
secretaries, these ComMissions are Lntended to serve as instruments
for consultation with public agencies, community leaders and
private sector interests over Axban development plans in each city
and for harmonizing the investment of federal, state, municipal and
private sector funds in urban land development and infrastructure.

1.09 The third instrument of reform was the amendment of Article 115 of
the Constitution in 1983. This conferred upon municipal administrations the
prime responsibility for the provision of urban infrastructure services, power
over land use and development, and revenues from tAxation of property.
Although emphasizing continued subordination to state law and policy, the
Article established a clear role for municipal administrations in the
management of public services which had been obscured in previous legislation
and practice. Together with the "Ley de Coordinacion Fiscal" it also gave
them right to public tax revenues.

D. Federal Aaecieo Concerne With Urban Manaaement

1.10 A large number of federal secretariats and parastatal agencies have
responsibilities for urban 'nfrastructure and investment. These are detailed
in chapter III, s2ction B.

U PW3 SEARIM RFF!03T0. AM COU,!

A. Introduoti2a

2.01 Decentralization is a broad term capable of diverse use and
interpretation. This Report is concerned with the decentralized management if
urban settlements, i.e. with the role of lower levels of government in
planning and managing urban development, in allocating resources to urban
infrastructure, and in managing development programs and maintaining services.
Decentralization is not used in this Report to refer to spatial planning
policies, i.e. to pure it of dispersed urban settln-ment. Because the term is
used so widely and differently, this Chapter defines the objectives of
decentralization policies which guide discussion in the rest of the Report.

B. Obiectives of Deceatralization

2.02 Decentralization has several objectives;

(a) to maintain popular consent to government and promote political
stability by sharing power between levels of government and
improving the ability of local communities to influence policies
which affect them; (Mexican official policy documents oft-n refer
to this objective as "strengthening federalism");

(b) to promote efficiency (i) through involving local choice and
knowledge in the allocation of resources, and particularly in
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investmnt choice, and (4) through local accountability in the
magent of reources, both in the exeution of projects and the

operation of servicesi and

(C) to proote eruLty by clarifying the distribution of resources, and
facilitating the recovery of costs from beneficiaries where
appropriate.

What are the implications of these objectives for urban development in mxico?

C. Power Shring

2.03 Political objectives are rarely defined except in rhetorical terms,
and rarely featured in Bank reports. Their importance in actual decisions
must not be underrated, h2wever, particularly in a country with a federal
constitution. In terms of this Report they are particularly important for
revenue sharing. tlhatever formula one might advocate for revenue sharing on
efficiency or equity grounds it has to be remsmbered that revenue sharing in
Mexico constitutes a power and resource sharing bargain struck between federal
and state governments, arrived at by negotiation rather than imposition, and
in return for a surrender of previous independent taxing power on the part of
state and, to some extent, municipal governments. The historical fact of that
surrender and the need for negotiated agreemont cannot be swept aside In som
new and theoretically desirable distribution. Political stability may also
require response to demands for more equal opportunities in certain spheres,
such as access to basic education or health care.

D. UfLf cenCy

2.04 By efficiency, we mean achieving as much benefit as possible from
using a given level of resource. Efficiency objectives argue for local
participation in the choice of investment priorities and indeed in the macro
choice to raise particular levels of taxation in order to achieve particular
levels of public investment and service. This is based upon the assumption
that conditions and needs vary between localities and cannot be adequately
reflected in universal, centrally defined standards and targets it also
assumes that needs and standards are not absolute in any case, and their
definition reflects subjective values and preferences. The resulting choices
will be more acceltable, the more localized the values and preferences on
which they are based.

2.05 But the argument for decentralzed allUcation must not exclude the
role of higher levels of government where more than local interests are
involved, i.e. where externalities and spillovers exist, to use economic
terms. There are national interests at stake in ensuring the development of a
literate population and skilled manpower, or in eradLcating endemic disease.
There are regional interests at stake in the disposal of sewage or the control
of pollution which can affect neighboring environments.

2.06 Even where externalities suggest a role for national, state or
metropolitan area authorities in choosing investments of an otherwise local
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chawacter, fa school or a sewage plnt, for example), the accountability
factor may still argu for local participation Ln ezocution and operation.
Efficiency, therfore, uggsto that tasks fall into three categories%

(a) those best determine and executed by higher levels of
government (national or state);

(b) those where higher levels of government have a legitims role in
setting standards and targets, but where local participution in
implementation is desirable, (both at the level of detailed project
location and design, and of operation and maintenance);

(c) those where local choice should be paramount, both in torms of
priorities and of overall levels of taxing and spending.

B. an1X

2.07 Equity can be discussed in two dimensions-;-territorial equity and
inter-personal equity. Territorial equity is concerned with fairness in
distributing resources between areas inter-personal equity is concerned with
fairness in the distribution of public service benefits between individual
people. This paper argues that only inter-personal equity can be regarded as
an objective in its own right-as an end in itself. Investment should seek to
provide certain basic standards of service such as access to education and
health care to everyone. This may well mean some redistribution of resources
between areas wlth high and low tax bases. But such redistribution needs to
be targeted to the achievemnt of those specific goals, i.e., earmarked for
those specific purposes and allocated to those communities,which are deprived
of the service in question; the latter may be in remote rural areas or in
densely populated urban settlements, overtaken by the pace of migration.

2.08 Geographical redistribution of resources to meet specific
inter-personal equity goals is dlstinct, however, from redistribution simply
to redress global disparities in regional revenue baes. The latter types of
redistrLbution are not efficient in resource use. They do not necessarily
redress inter-personal dispariti bcausa in the aheence of taroetnaw
mechanim therm is no guarantee that reolonal gavernut will use- tb
ga Mebo o MM& i Le g"t . They do not
usually equalise opportunities to achieve overall imprevements in standards of
livlng and levels of employment because both Mexican and international
experience show that these are essentially dependent upon 'conomic advantages
and market forces, which are only marginally influenced by public investment.

F. Imlicationa_ Uor,ban PQlU

2.09 The "play" of economic advantage has resulted in industrial growth
in, and consequent migration to urban areas, particularly around Mexico City
and in northern states adjacent to U.8. markets. hlle appreciating the
social costs of migratlon, such processes offer the great;est opportunity both
for overall growth and for Individual households to achiave higher standards
of living. RInvbm=nt ln infrastucture Ln areas of uran gr=h is an
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eif ficient usme of resaoure Moh eaue o2f the resultLna glkins in COMMneRAI1
And industrial outont d ctitw. and because *h intM&ent earA
hiaher returns in overall econmlc arowt throuch Lts gognidene wlthmt
lores. Howevor, rapid urbanization and migration rarely take place without
considerable shortfalls in shelter provision and basic services, and the
consequent deprivation of low income households. Inter-personal euity
demands serious attention to the basic needs of the poorer households, often
concentrated in particular urban neighborhoods.

2.10 Finally the distribution of responsibilities and resources must
provide adequate resources and incentives for the operatLon and maintenance of
services as well as initial investment. The recont perLod of economic
retrenchment has left a considerable backlog of repair which must not be
ignored in a period of recovery. There is also a tendency for funding to be
more easily available for investment than maintenan'.e, due to its political
attractiveness, the types of support available from external donors, and the
short term horizons of municipal administrations. It is lmportant to attempt
to redress this perverse bias.

six. mDWLEA/LMZ& CZIkJZZ

A. introduction

3.01 Taxing power is heavily concentrated in the Federal Government
which collected 93% of all public revenues in 1984 (the latest year for which
information is available). This gives the Federal GovernAent overwhelming
authority in the allocation of public resources, although thLi has been
modified by two measures a

(a) CUDo - agreements under which a proportion of federal investmnt
expenditure is executed by state or munLcipal administrations on a
cost sharing basis#

(b) revenue sharing, by which a fixed percentage of specific federal
revenues is passe on to state governments (and 20% of these shares
onward to municipal administrations).

CUDs could be een primarily as an instrument for financlng capLtal
expenditure and revenue sharing for funding recurrent costs. This distinction
is modified in practice by the fact that major repairs of infrastructure may,
qualify for CUD financing, while state and municipal administrations may
finance capital investments out of surpluses to which revenue sharing
contributes.

3.02 This Chapter looks at the distribution of resources and allocative
powers between levels of governmaent, and suggests ways in which they could be
modified to improve their impact upon urban management.



B. Ro21 Of RALSonMa Aoensd

3.03 The allocation of urban public spending in Mexico, as elsewhere, is
controlled by three levele of government. of these Federal coverament
controls about 90% of capital expenditure and 80% of recurrent expenditure.

3.04 The many line ministries whose investments do much to shape urban
development in Mexico are coordlnated by two ministries Planning and
Budgeting (SPP) and Urban Development and Ecology (SEDUE). SEDUE concentrates
on the formulation of environmental policy, regional and urban development
programs, and housing. Environmental matters are growing increasingly
important in cities, and SEDUE is responsible for developing standards and
programs in such areas as air pollution, solid waste, and waste water control.
Recent legislation broadens responsibLlity for envLronmental quality to
include states and municipalLties. But environmental responsibilities, while
being defined ln greater detail by state and local representative bodies, are
in many cases far beyond the capacity of local government. Urban
environmental problems require coordinatLon between various municipalities and
agencies, each of which has different political objectives and adminietrative
capabilities, and the response is often, not surpriLingly, disappointLng.

3.05 SEDUE'S natlonal goals and polLcies for urban and regional
development, expressed by means of a natlonal urban and regLonal development
plan, have in the past exhibited a strong geographic orientation which fosters
development in speciflc places, partly in the Lnterest of inter-regional
equity and partly to promote growth in regions of national priority, such as
the northern border and tourism zones. SEDUE has lts own modest budget for
program development--for Lnstance to create ecological zones and
admLnistration of urban land tenure--but its direct Lnvestment is limited, and
it ie unclear how SEDUE can meet the needs for policy guidance, planning,
technical assistance, and program coordination for the nation's cities.

3.06 The Secretary of the Treasury (Secretarta de Bacienda y Cr6dito
PBblico) is responsible for taxation and revenues, including the revenue
sharing formulae affectLng states and municipalities. The Programming and
Budgeting Secretariat (SPP) drafts the Natlonal Development Plan and approves
the expenditure budgets of the federal secretarlats which include about 80% of
all publlc sector investments, excluding those fLnanced by parastatals from
their own revenues. 8PP is responsible for the Regional Development Budget
and for coordinating urban and regLonal policy and public sector investment.

3.07 Many ministrLes and parastatals exert strong shaping influences on
city growth by means of their annual investment programs, such as
Communications and Transport for highways, Industry and Commerce for
industrial parks, the Federal Electricity Commission (CPR) for power. PEMEX
for oil and gas, TELMEX for telephones, and various housing agencies
(INFONAVIT, FOVI and FONUAPO). Federal secretariats fund both capital and
recurrent costs of education and health care, though increaeingly sharing
capital costs wlth state and municipal administrations tarough convenios.
Public sector investments are integrated in theory wlth national and urban
development by way of the national development plan and varLous sectoral
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development plans. In practice, investments are not always well coordinated
in time or space.

3.08 Two relatively new variables have been introduced into this
institutional framework -- (a) the National Water Commission; and (b) the
National Solidarity Program. The Commission has replaced SZDUK as the
normative agency for the water sector (in which responsibility for potable
water is vested in the municipal administrations). PRONASOL is distributing
technical and financial resources devoted to poverty alleviation, by focussing
on social services, infrastructure and agriculture. PRONASOL is administered
by SPP, but SRDUE participates in the preparation of urban neighborhood
improvement schemes within the Program which are executed by state and
municipal administr_tions.

3.09 The Ministry of Government (SecretarLa de Gobernaci6n) oversees
local governmental affairs and promotes the strengthening of local government
through the National Center for Municipal Studies (Centro Nacional de
Estudios Municipales - CNEM), established in 1981.

C. FZdergl Investment

3.10 An increasing proportion of federal allocations reach state and
local levels through the Regional Developmerv Budget, which is disbursed
through the COPLADES/CUDS process described in Chapter 1. Currently about 20%
of public investment passes through these channels (s"e Table 7). lach year a
list of projects for CUD financing is prepared by coordinating committees
(COPLADES) in each State, which include representatives of Federal
Delegations, State Government Secretariats, municipalities, private
enterprise, unions and other interest groups. The selection is expected to be
mutually acceptable to both levels of government. Only part of CUD financing
is provided by the Federal Government. The balance must be contributed by the
State. There is an increasing tendency for the ratio of federal to state
contributions to vary inversely with the wealth of the State (ratios varying
between 3:1 and 1*1).

3.11 state Oovernments have discretion to execute individual CUD
programs either directly through State Secretariats or through municipal
administrations. Several states have replicated the CUDS/COPLADNS process in
their relations with municipal administrations. Committees of state and
municipal representatives known variously as COPLAMUNS or COPLADINS have been
sot up tc coordinate investment within the municipalities. Municipal
administrations contribute a share of the funding of the program (in cash or
kind) which they execute. This may be utilized in allocating federal/state
CUDs funds, (under a mechanism designated "Rama 26w,, or for projects financed
solely from state and municipal funds without federal contribution. The State
of Mexico, for example, has its own fund for co-financing municipal projects
known as CODEM. Where municipal participation takes place, practice varies
considerably between states. In Yucatan, the Govenor appears to have strong
control over the allocation of federal and state support to municipal
administration. In Chihuahua, Nuevo Le6n and Tamaulipas state and municipal
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administrations interact considerobly in determining local investment desmnds
and priorities.

3.12 Several issues surround federal investeat. The first concerns the
balance between investment through GUDo and through direct fadeal Mendlg.
Federal investment through CUDe has reached 20% of capital expenditure and
includes federal investments in health, education, rural roads and public
Security. It is still increasing. In FY90 all line ministries with relevant
regional expenditures have been required to spend at least 10% through the
Regional Development Budget. To this must be added the expenditures on
poverty alleviation under the new National Solidarity Program, which are
expected to exceed 5 trillion pesos in 1991.

3.13 These changes are clearly welcome. There is a strong case for
continuing growth in CUD8 allocations at the expense of direct federal
spending. It is probable that the efficiency of choice increases when
investments are decided at the level of government which encompasses most of
their beneficiaries. Even where Federal investment is aimed to serve strong
national objectives, translated into sectoral priorities, standards and
targets, efficiency can usually be enhanced by local participation in
detailed choices over project design and location, and in project management.
State or municipal level contributions reduce the burden on national spending
by encouraging local resource mobilizations the probability of efficient
choice is also increased by imposing some part of the cost on the beneficiary
locality. A significant part of CUDs funds may have to be subject to overall
sectoral earmarking by the Federal Government where national interests are
involved, but care will be needed to ensure that such determination is not
excessive, and that local discretion is preserved over the detailed
priorities for investment within the prescribed sectors.

3.14 Secondly, there are a number of issues surrounding the distribution
of Federal investment funds. With each level of government having discretion
over the allocation of spending for urban public services, it is inevitable
that allocations will be used to serve many objectives. One result of this is
that it is very difficult to discern consistent patterns in the resulting
allocations across states or municipalities.

3.15 This is illustrated by a review of state-by-state fiscal resources
xer calita for 198S (the last year for which a relatively complete data set is
available). The data set includes fiscal resources by state for state income,
complementary funds, federal agency expenditures, federal investment grants,
and investments through CUDs. If there were a consistent pattern of favoring
better-off states, one would expect a strong relationship between GDP per
capita and allocations of the various fiscal sources. If there were a
consistent pattern of equalising expenditures, one would expect a sfimilar
relationship between population and fiscal flows. If a pattern existed of
favoring disadvantaged states, there should be a relationship between
allocations and social indicators (ill health, hlgh mortality, low education).
These hypotheses were tested using regression analysis and in no case is the
vtate-by-state allocatLon signLficantlv exolained by the re1vant variable.
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3.16 During 1988, total CUDs allocations amounted to 6,604 pesos ge
capita (about $U83.00). Of the states visited during the mission, ger capita
allocations were as followss Mexico 2,8005 Oaxaca 13,300; Tabasco 3,600;
Yucatin 13,000; Chihuahua 8,200; Nayarit 13,800t Nuevo Leon 6,600; and
Tamaulipas 5,400. Details of the sectoral allocation by state are provided in
Table 7. Nationally, the largest share (37.8 percent) of funds went for
social welfare expenditures, including social infrastructure, schools, water
supply and sanitation. The second largest share was for communications and
transport (31.8 percent).

3.17 It is appreciated that population is not the current criterion for
the distribution of federal resources. Per capito comparisons have been made
in the previous paragraphs simply to assess the global geographical impact of
sectoral investment decisions. These suggest that there is a random quality
to the overall distribution of capital finance, which may be due in part to
the varying objectives of particular sectoral programs, and in part to
political pressures. Should there be any more systematic basis of
distribution?

3.18 so far as urban and regional development iu concerned, policies of
both SPP and SEDUE have, for more than a decade, been designed to promote
selected regions and cities in the country. Regional strategies were intended
to support first import-substitution and now export-promotion objectives and,
at the same time, to reduce regional disparities in welfare. In practice
regional and urban growth policies also entailed efforts to arrest growth in
the major metropolitan areas and to promote it in selected medium sized
cities. Moreover, the policy on urban development is geared to support a
hierarchy of cities according to a pre-determined set of functions. minimum
standards and equipment for urban developa-int--such as high schools and
colleges, hospitals,transportation, and cultural facilities--are provided to
defined regions and to cities within each region according to each city's
place in the urban hierarchy.

3.19 The National Development Plan (NDP), published in June 1989, takes
new initiatives to support the President's vision of a more open, export-
oriented economy geared to re-establish growth. This could be at odds with a
spatial and normative urban and regional development policy favoring pre-
determined growth centers. However, the National Urban Development Program,
1990-94, while maintaining the concept of a hierarchy of service centers,
places priority for infrastructural investment on the secondary cities which
have shown the fastest rates of growth in the 1980-90 inter-censal period.
Such a strategy is consistent with our own view that investments in urban
physical infrastructure should be largely responsive to the actual pattern of
urban growth. The Program's second objective of achieving availability of a
basic level of essential services in all areas, both rich and poor, is also
compatible with our concern for inter-personal equity.

3.20 However, the natural response of urbanization to market opportunity
can be distorted by other policies and, in particular, differential
subsidization of services. In a number of state capitals, for example, water
supplies are managed by state rather than municipal administrations, and
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heavily subsidized by state government budgets. Their consumers therefore
bear a lower proportion of the cost of water (and of aome other urban
services) than those in secondary towns, providing an artificial incentive to
the growth of capital cities.

3.21 Both points are well illustrated in Mexico City. For three
successive administrations, efforts have been sustained to limit growth in
Mexico City and to explore ways to foster a deconcentration of the capital. A
Bank engineering loan (2194-ME) was approved in 1982 to develop a
deconcentration strategy for Mexico City. It was thought that selected
public and private functions could be transferred to other urban centers
within the central region, and that improvements in comnunications-such as
circumferential highways, integrated rail and truck trans-shipment points--
could ease the pressure on the conurbated area and result in a decrease in
population by more than five million by the turn of the century.

3.22 The project fell far short of its original objectives. The final
Report concluded that it was more important to attempt to maintain the
productive potential c Mexico City and improve the organization and quality
of urban life than to try to Odeconcentrateu or "deflect* growth. The Report
did, however, call for major changes in sectoral and fiscal practices
regarding Mexico City. In the first place, the past policies aimed at
fostering deconcentration work at cross purposes with public spending in the
Federal District. For instance, policies to attract industrial investments in
petroleum rich zones outside the central region offer incentives which pale in
comparison to the subsidy--amounting to about 20% for each peso invested--for
industrial operations in the Federal District. In addition, federal public
spending in the Federal District, though mildly redistributive, is one or more
orders of magnitude greater than in the State of Mexico or elsewhere in the
central region. These mixed signals are further blurred by tariff
differentials ranging from a factor of two to six between the Federal District
(where services are cheap) and contiguous municipios in the State of Mexico
(where they are expensive).

3.23 Recently changes in policy in the Federal District have started to
suggest a greater concern with cost recovery. The increases in transportation
tariffs and in water rates implemented in 1989 and 1990, though still short of
achieving full cost recovery, were very substantial, and the ability of the
Administration to implement them with relatively little political resistance
is worth highlighting. It is worth noting, however, that understandable
concern over the impact of price rises on wage restraint has limited water
tariff increases to the higher level charges paid by the larger consumers,
effectively only 30% of the public served.

3.24 This Report is also concerned with gqui&y j1 alleviation of
=yKly rests on the judgement tkat equity is enhanced whens

(a) beneficiaries have the opportunity to express their preferences for
the types and levels of services provided to them; and
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(b) those who benefit from the service provided pay the costs of
service provision, while those who do not benefit do not pay.

These conditions are most likely to be met when the institution providing the
service h&s responsibility for the entire population benefitted and the
authority to charge (through user charges, other fees and taxes) for the
services provided. For most local public services, these conditions are most
nearly met when the local government has both the supply responsibility and
the charging authority for the services. The implications of this principle
in terms of local tax..ition and user charging are discussed in Chapter IV,
section F. The major possible exceptions to this generalization are
education, health services, and waste disposal. Improvements in mobility and
productivity provided by education and health care are benefit. which accrue
to the society as a whole, rather than to the service area only. To the
extent that this argument is accepted, there is a justification for payments
for the service from a broader social base than the jurisdiction within which
the service is provided-- e.g., nationally organized payment from general tax
revenues in addition to any charges, fees, or taxes paid by the recipients of
the service.

3.25 A related argument can be made for waste treatment and disposal.
In waste handling (collection, treatment, and disposal), most of the
collection benefits are localized and accrue to those whose waste is
collected, while the benefits of treatment and proper disposal accrue to a
wider segment of the population. it follows that it would be unfair to
charge only those whose waste is collected for the economic costs of providing
treatment and safe waste disposal as well.

3.26 Although these equity and efficiency arguments support greater
decentralization, they do not support equalization of expenditures across
states. On efficiency grounds it should be recognized that the redistribution
of funds from places with high relative productivity and efficiency to places
with low relative productivity and efficiency will inevitably reduce the
aggregate resources available for allocation and reallocation. On equity
grounds, equal allocation across states also does not guarantee that resources
will be used to serve the needs of the poor.

3.27 A potentially efficient approach to poverty alleviation should
focus on improving the conditions of the poor wherever they reside
(inter-personal equity). Ensuring that resources intended for the poor reach
the poor is a universal challenge. However, further evolution of two current
Government initiatives could help.

3.28 The first initiative is the launch of the National Solidarity
Program under which 5 trillion pesos are being spent in 1991 on poverty
alleviation, nearly a quarter on projects executed by municipal
administrations. Within this overall Program a Municipal Solidarity Fund has
been established. So far 1,426 municipalities have received allocations from
this Fund for small scale projects designed to alleviate poverty; the
selection has been according to poverty indices within fourteen sitates which
have agreed with the Federal Government to participate in the Funi. 265
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bllion pesos were dLitributed through the Municipal Solidarity Fund ln 1990,
subscribed ln equal shares by the federal and participatLng State Covernment.
In 1991 it La planned to oxpand the Fund to 350 billion pesos coverLng 2,000
munLcLpalLties. The muneiipalitLes receLve uniform allocatlons from the Fund
ln the flrot Lnstance, although unutllised allocatLons may be redlitrlbuted at
a later stage. The bonei;Lary communitLes have to make an additional
contrLbutLon ln cash or kind (labor, materials, etc.) equal to at least 25% of
the project grant. Projects are selected by municipal coiittees from a list
of eligible Ltems, which include agrLcultural Lnfrastructure, water supplies,
drainage, schools, health services, electricity and roads. Municlpal
proposals are subject to approval by State COPLADUS.

3.29 The inception of a poverty alleviatLon program is a welcome
initiative and the decentralLzation of project choice and execution wLthin
national guidelines is a major step in the right direction. The needs of the
urban poor have received only limited attentLon in the lnitial phase of thie
particular program due both to the selection of predominantly rural states for
its location and the allocation of eoual installments per munLcLpality, which
is heavily biased against the more populous urban jurisdLctions. Clearly the
needs of the poor communities ln the larger municipalitLes and the relatively
more prosperous states will only be addressed by a progressive expansion of
the Municipal SolLdarity Fund, and refinement of the criteria for
differentiating between the needs of lndividual cLties and neighborhoods
within them.

3.30 The second initiative is the Educational Modernization Program
(PME) designed over the five years 1989 - 94 to provide unlform access to six
years primary schooling throughout the country. It ia augDeoted that national
invetment 2roarams should extnd uch minLm standards of orvisLon in all
states and municivalities to health services. It is open to question whether
such sectoral "equalization programs should be applied to other services of
which the poor tend to be deprived, most notably access to potable water and
sanLtation. Educatlon and health are singled out for a rational minimum
standards approach (in contrast to our recomAendatLons on urban physical
infrastructure) because of the benefLts they provide to society as a whole,
and not just to the Lndividual "consumer" or locality.

3.31 Earmarking funds for poverty allevlation projects and for meeting
specLfic servLce deficlts of particular relevance to the poor will absorb part
of the federal Lnvestment finance passLng through the COPLADES/CUDs process.
No general distributive criteria can be recommended for the nce. There
will be some other fields of Lnvestment where genuine national interests
determine sectoral priorLties, but state and local partiLipation in detailed
choice and implementation are desirable. CUD allocations should also provide
more adequately and speeifically for the incrmental servLce requiroments
which arise locally as a result of major dlrect federal investments. It is
important, however, to reserve substantLal balances for programs where state
and local choice attaches to the broad Lnter-sectoral allocatlon as well as
detailed deolgn. The only criteria for dlstrLbution of these balances between
states should bet
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(a) the relatlve quality of the proposalo already Ln the pLpeline from
states, and

(b) the lkely relative investment requirements masured by population
or population growth.

3.32 The ot Lmuotat imwovement which could e made to-h current
distribution -of MeD wguld be the devloument of cleiarer cuidelines on the
reaurMeJns -for =Jolcta to be cons id2erd. -and a trAnsarent Rrocedure -to
egsur that orolec tLs iions from the OMnicaliti&s to the states nd f
the gtaes to the Federal GoverAnt would be go_derd gn their mris. ,and
that the resltLna allocations would derive from ouch orocedures. As of now,
the basLe allocatlon coilings are tet prior to LnvestigatLng the substance and
marit of the submisosons. When the inevLtable adjustments are made to fit the
total allocations to funds available, the current procedure ie to make
proportionate reductions across the board. Clearly, this provides no major
incentive to careful scrutiny of the merits of particular municLpal or state
proposals.

3.33 Another major issue concerns the garticpation of municioal
adminiStrations in the COPLADKSCUDs uroceqs. As already noted, this varies
considerably in extent from state to state. There are, of course,
considerable differences in the ability of municipalities to participate
related to their eLse and financial and technical resources.

3.34 Nevertheless the officlency and benefit equity arguments for state
level participation in investment choice and cost recovery apply even more
strongly at the l]g.cl level. This is particularly the case with urban
infrastructure investments, which are usually of very localized benefit. This
calls for more widespread developent of COPLAMUNs and COPLADUM as the locus
of investment choice and coordination, and greater municipal participation in
CUDs - both as contributors and executing agencies. These are currently
matters of state level discretLon. It would be possible for the Federal
Government to promote them by making CUD. conditlonal on municipal
participation, at least in urban infrastructural investments, as well as the
health, education and poverty allevLatLon programs. Government may also
insist that the distribution of federally supported Lnvestments between
munLeipalLtLes wlthin a state be subject to more transparent criteria for
which it could supply guidelines ?elevant to particular sectors.

3.35 There are two important caveats to this concluslon. First,
although liquLd waste management tends to be a local responsibility, there are
important spillovers to other munLcipalities and states whlch must be dealt
with, at least in part, by hlgher level governments. Second, the provision of
local publlc servicos in conurbated areas (such as MexLco City) has important
spillovers across juriedictional boundarles whlch must be taken into account.
In the case of MexLco City, an attempt li being made to accomplish this
through the creation of a normative and operational coordinating function
between the DD? and the State of Mexico. If the experience proves to be
benefLcial, similar coordinating mechanism may be extended further to
contiguous jurisdictions.
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3.36 The Wational Urban Development Program, 1990-94, promotes the
concept of improving local planning and investment choice through establishing
Commissions for Urban Development in each of the 80 secondary cities, (as
described in paragraph 1.08 (4)). The intention is that these Commissions
would provide a consultative mechanism for harmonizing the flow of federal,
state, municipal, banking and private sector funds into the development or
rehabilitation of urban infrastructure. The Commissions would not handle
funds or execute projects themselves, but would act as an instrument for
routing finance from the appropriate source to the agency responsible for each
planned activity, and ensuring complementarity between investments. The
Commission would promote access by municipal administrations and other
executing agencies to a line of credit from 8ANODRAS for revenue generating
projects through a revolving fund. The latter would also facilitate a process
of land acquisition, servicing and sale, rith low income housing as a major
priority. These Commissions would operate withir the COPLADES system, which
is clearly most desirable to maintain continuity with previous stages of
decentralization. This should, in principle, be a further and substantial
step in improving the efficiency of investment, providing that the commissions
can establish leverage over sectoral programs, and that equitable criteria can
be developed for their own investment recommendations.

3.31 The Federal Government has two channels throug" which it provides
direct financing of capital investment by states and municipalities - through
contributions to CUD. from the Regional Development Budget, and through
lending by the Banco Nacional de Obras y Servicios Publicos (SANOBRAS).

3.38 BANOBRAS is the principal means by which state and municipal
administrations obtain access to credit. BANOSMS operates two types of
lending programs. First, it makes loans funded from its own resources
(chiefly time and demand deposits). Second, it administers several "trust
funds," special credit programs capitalized through grants from the Federal
Government and designed to revolve as debt service is received and relent.

3.39 Until recently, both of these activities were heavily subsidized by
the Federal Government. The interest rates charged on "own resource* programs
were well below SANOBRAS' cost of funds, requiring explicit annual subsidies
from the Federal Budget. Subsidies to the trust fund programs were more
subtle. Interest rates charged under the various trust fund programs were
substantially negative in real terms. The funds therefore rapidly became
decapitalized, consuming the Government's initial equity contribution. In
January 1988, SANOBRAS was authorized to increase rates sharply on its "own
resource" lending, which has reduced the need for subsidies. More recently,
BANOWRM has withdrawn from cox'uercial banking type of activities and has
ceased to take deposits from the general public. In addition to loans from
international financial institutions, BANOBRAS intends to float bonds on the
private capital market to finance its operations.
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3.40 Whilo the shift to market rates will increaso BANOMS a capacity
to mobilize resources, it may decreaso demand for its loans, and increase
pressure for an expansion of grants through the Regional Developzmnt Budget.
Historically, municipal governments have been reluctant to borrow from
BANOBAS. In part th>D reflected the complexity of AIOBRAS lending
procedures--an obstacle that has been addressed through recent administrative
reforms unifying the lending wwindows" and manuals. But it also reflects an
understandable preference for the soft terms on which federal grant money was
provided. This preference existed evn,A when BANOBRAS programs were heavily
subsidized, and will bicome more marked with the widening gap between BANOBRAS
market rates and the tirinm of federal grants.

3.41 The Federal Government will therefore need to adopt a policy
concerning the respective roles of CUD grants and BANOBRAS loans in the
financing of urban infrastructure. Until recently, all federal funding under
the CUDS was provided on a grant basis. As a result, the scale of the program
is limited to the level the Government can fund from its general resources.
And because the program did not attempt to recover v2ste, it embodied implicit
subsidies from general tax payers to the beneficiaries of CUD-financed
projects. Under new regulations being issued this year, CUD monies will
oblige richer states to finance investments for "cost-rocoverable" projects
through a combination of credit, charges, and grants. Eleven states receive
SO% of the allocation in credit and 2s% in grants eight states receive 35% in
credit and 40% in grant; 12 receive 2s% in credit and SO% in grant; the state
contribution is constant at 25%. This is a sound change.

3.42 A good case exists for distinguishing between the roles of CUD
grants and BANOBRAS loans on sector lines rather than on a regional basis.
Beneficiaries should pay for purely private goods through charges and loan
amortization whether they live in rich or poor areas. Activities such as
water supply whose benefits are largely confined to direct consumers, and
whose costs can be directly recovered from them, are good candidates for
BANOBRAS financing; activities which generate major external benefits--such as
investments in major roads, education, and health facilities--and which are
not suitable for consumer charging, might be considered candidates for partial
financing from the Regional Development Budget. The new mix of grant and loan
in respect of revenue generating projects should be seen as a stage of
transition to an eventual credit only basis.

3.43 In the case of water supply and sanitation projects the mix of CUD
grants and BANOBRAS credits is allocated through the single allocation
process. It would be worthwhile extending this integrated system of
allocation to all CUDe and BANOBRAS credits in the urban infrastructure field.
Projects would be prepared according to a single manual and considered by
OOPLADES under a single set of criteria, but then submitted for CUD or
BANOBRAS funding according to their nature.
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E. gevonun Ahariag

3.44 Revenue sharing (4participaciones) is the largest single source of
municipal revenue. In 1984, it contributed sixty percent of total municipal
receipto.

3.45 The national revenue sharing system is organized in the form of
three separate funds. Each is financed from a fixed share of total central
government tax receipts (including taxes OA incoe, value added,
manufacturing, and foreign trade and fees from oil production). The largest
of the funds --the General Fund (FGP)-- receives 17.35% of the federal tax
pool0 the Complementary Fund (FCP) receives 0.5% of the pool (plus 3 percent
of the general fund), and the Municipal Development Fund (FYN), 0.4%.

3.46 Proceeds of the General Fund are distributed among the states
according to a formula which approximates the origin of federal tax
collections. Proceeds of the complementary and municipal development funds
are both distributed inversely to general fund allocations per capita.
Because the General Fund receives a much larger share of the federal tax pool,
the origin criteria dominates tha revenue sharing system as a whole.

3.47 Changes have t:een agreed between the Federal and State Governments
which becom operational from 1990. Each State will continue to receive a
base allocation equal to the share in the previous year (i.e. incorporating
the historic allocation). However, over the five year period from 1990 to
1994, the sharing of the annual increment in distributable revenues will be
shifted progressively to a new formulas

(a) half by population; and

(b) half according to the origin of excise taxes (calculated by point
of consumption of the taxed commodities, of which gasoline is
roughly 75% in value) but with some weighting according to the
provious year's percentage increase in local revenue collection.

3.48 In 1990, 20% of the increment wil.' :s a'stributed by this formula,
and 80% by the previous rules, in 1991, 40% by t a new formula, and 60% by the
old, etc., so that by 1994 the whole of the annual increment will be governed
by the new basis of allocation. No distinction is made between the general
and Compensatory Funds in the new formula, and it will progressively disappear
from the annual incremental distribution. The Municipal Development Fund,
will however, remain separate.

3.49 Federal law requires states to pass at least twenty percent of
their receipts from the general and complementary funds, and all receipts from
the municipal development fund to their respective municipal administrations.
In making these allocations, states are free to adopt whatever criteria they
choose.
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3.50 ecause "partLcipacLones" account for the majority of munLeLpal
revenues, any chnges in the system would have a dramatLe Impact on the
fLnances of munLeLpal government. At present, the munLeLpalities' share of
the throo revnuo sharig funds amount to 4.12% of the federal tax
collectlon.. An lncrease in thLi percentage to 6.5%, for example, would
increase total municipal revenues by about one-thLrd. (Property tax
collections would have to Lcrease by 530% to have an equivalent .mpact).
Changes in the distribution formulae at either the central or state level
could have sLmilarly dramatic impacts on individual munLcipalities.

3.51 Any such change would requLre a reappraLial of the objectives of
the transfer system and the intended role of transfers in financing municipal
government.

3.52 As discussed later ln the report, there does not appear to be a
EsX2^ facL2 case for increasing the overall share of central taxes transferred
to local governments. Although the level of local expenditures is small, the
responsibliLties of municipalitLes are correspondingly limLted (in practice if
not in law). Any increase ln transfers to local government implies a decrease
in resources elsewhere in the economy. BarrLng a signiflcant decentralisation
of additional functional responsibilities, the case for a major increase in
the local share of central tax collections is not strong.

3.53 The system used to distribute shared revenues aMl munLcipalitLes,
however, needs improvement. While the mLssion supports the objectLves implied
by the most common forms of state-to-municipal transfer formulas, problems in
specification and in the administrative procedures have resulted in arbltrary
patterns of inter-jurisdictional subsidies, and delays in the recelpt of
funds.

3.54 Data on current state-to-municipal transfer formulas is limited and
often not informative. Many state formlas are specified only as fixed shares
to be allocated to each municipality, rather than as a product of specific
municipal characterLities. Where characteristLes are specified, however,
origin appears to be the predominant dlitribution criterion. Origin is
proxLed either by local or federal tax collectLons, or by population (which
combines an origin element with an implicit redLstribution from rLcher to
poorer jurisdictions). In this respect, the objectives of the state-to-
munlcipal transfer formulas appear to parallel those of the central-to-state
revenue sharing.

3.5S Glven the present functlonal responsiblltLes of munLcipal
government origin is an approprlate base on which to distribute these
transfers. In effect, trinufers are functLonLng as a substltute for local
taxes, compensating munLcipalLtLes for the central government's monopoly over
the most buoyant, polLtLcally acceptable tax instruments. LLke the central-
to-state transfers, they provLde subnatLonal governments with a means of
taxing theLr constLtuents using central government tax Lnstruments.
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3.56 A devolution of taxing power would, of course, be an alternativo
means of funding subnatlonal government. Central government's monopoly Over
taxation may, however, be justified on the grounds that:

(1) it givoe the central government dominant control over the one of
the principal instruments of fiscal policy; and

(ii) it may reduce the overall financial and economic costs of public
sector resource mobilization, by giving subnatlonal governments
access to tax instruments in which the central government has a
comparative advantage in administration.

3.57 At present, neither the central-to-state transfer system, nor the
state-to-municipal transfer system appears to be aimed at promoting central
government distributional or sectoral policies.

DefininaLgrlcin Maore acurately. improving transfer mechanics

3.58 If transfers are to perform well in their assigned role, however,
changes are required in the way "oriqins is determined, and in the mechanics
of fund transfers between state and municipal governments.

3.59 The origin of tax revenues is difficult to measure precisely. In
principle, an origin-based transfer system should distributo funds according
to the location where the ultimate incidence of the tax is borne. This is
difficult to measure. Most of the taxes making up the revenue sharing funds
are imposed indirectly: the point of collection is not the point of final
incidence.

3.60 The present central state distribution formulas reflect a recent
reform aimed at addressing this problem. Due to problems in specifying the
origin of federal tax collections--particularly the value added tax--the
current variables--population and excise tax collections--have been designated
as proxies. Similar problems in defining origin exist at .he municipal level.
(Even the origin of local tax collections is unclear, as the incidence of
property taxes on large manufacturing and coamercial enterprises may be
exported across municipal boundaries). This can result in arbitrary patterns
of inter-municipal subsidies, particularly in metropolitan areas, where
industrial production is concentrated in a few industrial suburbs. Under
these circumstances, g MxlationJ rather than tax collections, may be the best
available indicator of the origin of tax receipts, and should be the principal
criterion by which state-to-municipal revenue sharing should be distributed.

3.61 Expected changes in the functional responsibilities of municipal
governments may justify additional forms of transfers. As noted earlier,
recent amendments to the Constitution have assigned responsibility for primary
education and public health to the municipal level (though this transfer of
functions has so far been stopped at the state level). As the benefits of
these services extend beyond the boundaries of individual mmunicipios",
sector-specific transfers would be justified, on efficiency grounds alone. (A
system of local finance that depended entirely upon local taxes and origin-
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based transfers could result in the suboptimal level of expenditure on these
functions, as municipal councils' budget allocations for these functions would
take into account only the benefits accruing to their constituents).

3.62 If the anticipated reallocation of functlons occurs, transfers
aimed at inducing increased local expenditure on these functions should be
considered. To operate effectively, such transfers would have to be earmarked
and would have to be provided on a matching basis. (Non-earmarked, non-
matching transfers would not perform well this role, as such funds could be
used to increase expenditure on other municipal functions, or to .ubstitute
for local taxes)'/.

3.63 At the local level, improvement may also be required in the
administrative procedures used to transfer revenue sharing funds. According
to the mission's interviews, some states fail to transfer municipal shares of
revenue sharing promptly, or make this transfer in kind rather than in cash.
Under conditions of high inflation, prompt transfer of revenue shares is
essential to maintain their value in real terms. Several state laws require
that municLpalities' shares of 'participaciones' be deposited in the account
of local government within a fixed number of days following their receipts.
This should be the general practice.

F. An Unaddr&seed Issue: Iidal Land

3.64 One specific issue in which divisions of responsibility between
levels of government causes major problems for urban management concerns
aiidal land 2/. The control and management of urban land are major
impediments to urban growth, infrastructure, and property taxation, and
therefore constitute an obstacle to the effective implementation of the
Government's policy of decentralization.

3.65 This issue is an important one and is too large to cover in the
present study. The fundamental problem is that large portions of urban
property in municipal jurisdictions are eiidal lands actually under the
control of Federal Government. In 1934 all lands within a seven kilometer
radius of cities and towns in Mexico were designated as jidal lands in order
to safeguard a means of production for peasants. Virtually all of these lands

1/ In principle, regulations on the use of general revenue sharing could
achieve the impact of earmarking and matching provisions, but would be a
far more cumbersome means of doing so.

2/ Rift, a term roughly equivalent to the 'commons", is derived from the
ancient verb esl and (from the Latin jgJ refers to "fields at the entrance
to town". It is used in Mexico to refer to property surrounding cities and
towns, protected by national legislation, to be held in comeon for
agricultural use.
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were incorporated into the urban fabric of the country during the rapid
urbanization in the last three decades. This transformation in land use has
created a massive legal and administrative problem, because technically uso of
theoe lands belong to eidgtarLas, peasants presently (or formerly) resident
on them. in fact, about half of the ejidal, now urban, lands are occupied by
largely low-income urban aigrant families who purchased the lands lllegally.
Legally, the lands are prohibited by law from transfer without a presidential
decree, a lengthy process which involves inter-ministerial proceedings,
expropriation, and compensation. The pressure for land over the past few
decades has frequently defeated legal provision and administrative propriety.
SEDUR estimates that between 40 percent and 50 percent of urban lands needed
for future urban expansion are jildlL, meaning that on the order of 10 million
people are affected.

3.66 Although Article 27 of the Constitution provides for the orderly
conversion of gjaild to private property, in practice the process is
excessively time consuming. The process of conversion begins with the
designation of lands by the municipal adminietration in its land use plan as
reserve areas for future growth or for "regularization," i.e., the legal
titling of tenants living under quasi-legal status. SEDUE then arranges for
expropriation of these lands and the Agrarian Reform Ministry handles
notification and assessments. This is the most difficult step in the process
because large amounts of land and wealth are affected. once an agreement on
property values is reached, a presidential decree is issued, and SEDUE
transfers title to the states. The State can then proceed with proper titling
of current residents or, if the property is vacant, future occupants. The
extensions of infrastructure, the construction of housing, and other aspects
of urban development are left in limbo during this process. Thus, the most
fundamntal steps in controlling and managing city growth are subject to
uncertainty and lengthy delays.

3,67 Both SEDUB and the states are taking steps to accelerate the
process, but progreso is still short of that needed. SEDUE greatly expanded
the amount of property regularized over the past sexonio, but even these
efforts have affected perhaps a fifth of the lands. Nearly all the states
have established institutLons or agencies parallel to Federal Government
authorities (the Comission on the Regularization of Lands and Tariffs, or
CORETT) responsible for ejidal lands. For both states and SEDUE, the strategy
is two prongeds a) to prevent further land titling backlogs by acquiring
rX9mu land in advance of urbanization, and b) to promote the rgu1amization
of property by the State. More resources are needed, both in terms of funds
for expropriation and of administrative capacity to carry through the
processes, and these will be critical to the success of Government and Bank
projects in the sector.
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Iv. MinzzM m

A. Introductilp

4.01 The amendment of Article 11S of the Constitution ln 1983 signified
an intention to give municipal administration a stronger role in the
management of urban development. The presnt Administration has committed
itself to promoting a municipal "self-manageent* culture. This Chapter
describes the main characteristics of municipal admLnistration and discusses
ways of overcoming remaining constraints upon the development of lts full
capacity. Since municipal administration operates throughout the country,
these issues have implicatione for rural as well as urban government. However
the major focus of Article 11S is on urban functions and it implementation is
primarily of concern to urban management.

4.02 Although the concept of the "municipio libre", autonomous and
self-sufficient, has deep historical roots in Mexico, the constitutional,
legal and political framework has embodied a highly paternalistic attitude to
municipal administration which remains a serious obstacle to its full
development. Reforms havo to address specLfic weaknesese of organization,
resourcing etc., but they also have to subscribe to a change in these
fundamental attitudes.

B. Strulture

4.03 Mexico is divided into 2,397 municipalities. The whole country is
municipalized, (apart from the Federal District), and wunicipalities embrace
both urban and rural areas. Bach municipality has a mun.ocipal
administration-- ayuntamiento municipal.* Its powers ars broadly defined by
the National Constitution. However it is the State which determines municipal
boundaries and defines their constitution through their own municipal
laws,("ley organica municipal,). These State laws conform to a general
pattern with minor variations in detail.

4.04 The distribution and average populations of municipalities are set
out in Table O. The pattern is based upon long historical development, and
varies considerably between States. It is not immutable. New municipalities
are created from time to time by subdivision enacted by the State Congress.
This normally happens when a major new urban settlement develops at some
distance from the existing headquarters town. Amalgamation is no more than
theoretically possible; municipalities of whatever size guard their status as
jealously in Mexico as in France.

4.05 Municipalities vary enormously ln size in Mexico. Baja California
has four municipalities with an average population of 306,000 in 1980,
Oaxaca 580 averaging 4,400. In Yucat&n one municipality, Merida, has half the
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State's peoples 95 have populations below 15,000. The capacity of muricipal
administrations to operate any services with economies of scale and to employ
professionally qualified staff varies greatly.

4.06 The relationship of each municipal jurisdiction to its human
settlements also varies considerably. Tijuana, like nearly a half-dozen other
cities on the border, forms part of an international metropolis, while other
cities, Villahermosa, for instance, encompass a substantial rural fringe. The
metropolitan area of Mexico City, like other conurbated zones of Tampico,
Torreon and Vallarta, straddles state as well as municipal boundaries.
Several municipal responsibilities, notably those for urban planning, bulk
water provision, sewage and solid waste disposal, and transportation can
rarely be discharged by a municipality alone if it lacks jurisdiction over the
whole of its built-up area and periphery.

4.07 This varying pattern creates two structural problems. The first is
that of small, rural or suburban municipalities lacking resources to operate a
full range of services on their own. The second is the difficulty of
coordinating tasks such as physical planning, bulk water supply, solid waste
and sewage disposal, and transportation within conurbations which embrace two
or more municipalities or even two states.

4.08 Article 115 of the Constitution empowers municipalities within a
single State to form Associations to discharge functions jointly. The Law of
Human Settlements, 1976, widens this to provide for inter-municipal
cooperation across state boundaries. In gractice few such associations have
begn established. There are isolated examples much as six municipalities
which run refuse collection jointly in Monterrey, and cooperation between
municipalities from the States of Durango and Coahuila to provide refuse
collection, water supply and sanitation jointly in the conurbation of Torreon.
But there is no tradition of municipal cooperation and a lack of enthusiasm on
the part of state governments which possibly see this as an alternative to
their own continued intervention. Presidents of two small municipalities in
Yucat&n stated that the State Government had discouraged their wish to operate
a road machinery pool, for example.

4.09 In the 1970s the Federal Government established joint Federal,
State and Municipal Commissions to promote coordinated administration of six
conurbations straddling state boundaries, including Mexico City. The last
Administration withdrew federal membership in the hope that States would
cooperate more freely without the appearance of external pressure. Three of
the Commissions--in Tampico, Torreon and Vallarta--have remained active in
physical planning and bulk water provision; the others are moribund.

4.10 Every encouragement should be given to the development of
inter-munigioal co-oceration, both to provide economies of scale in
discharging the tasks of small municipalities, and to cope with tasks
requiring conurbation-wide management. Inter-municipal cooperation is
proferable to state intervention because it ensures local cost recovery and
preserves the efficiencies of local choice and local accountability. It is
possible also that inter-municipal commissions may be able to provide greater
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continuity of professional staffing. The legal framework exists. CNER4 is
pledged to active promotion. Dissemination of "good practice" such as model
articles of association or formulae for distributing costs between
participating municipalities could help. Again. Federal Governmnt could helg
bx_its readiness to execute particular tvoes of investment through
inter-mgunicipal channelar rural roads are _one aMg in which small munliinioa
xzorgaged int=eest in thbi tvve of collAboration throuoh the sharina of

mechanical plant.

4.11 Inter-municipal co-operation can be encouraged, but not forced.
The compromises, delegations and financial contributions by member
municipalities on which it is dependent must come from a perception of mutual
self-interest. On the same principle the best prospects for metropolitan
administration in Mexico City appear to lie in the current voluntary
co-ordination between the Federal District and the State of Mexico. A series
of joint commissions have been established to study and harmonize policies and
programs on Urban Development and Land Use, Water and Drainage,
Transportation, Ecological Protection, Markets, Social Welfare, Justice and
Security. These are fora for discussion and do not have executive authority;
they are served by staff of the respective Federal District and State
secretariat.. The aim is to arrive at solutions by mutual analysis and
consensus. Given the uraency of the 2roblems it My seem a weak inatitutional
resnne. It is doubtful. however, whether a other in workable, since the
customary jealousies and conflicts of interest between jurisdictions are
exacerbated by the dimension of federal/state tension. Moreover,
international comparisons are not discouraging. Imposed metropolitan
authorities tend only to operate effectively where they are given a
superiority in legal power and resources which would be impossible in a
conurbation crossing state lines in a federation. out some effective
metropolitan authorities have been established in cities like Toronto by
delegation upwards from the constituent communities.

C. Municinal Functions

4.12 Municipal administrations fulfil three broad roles. The first in
that of regresentative and intermediary for their communities. The Municipal
President, in particular, is expected to represent the interests of the
municipality to outside bodies and to get local nees met by whatever agency
has the competence and resources. This may involve persuading the Federal
Electricity Commission to instal a transformer and distribution lines, or the
State Secretariat of Public Works to repair the main road; local members of
the National or State Congress may well be recruited in the lobbying and the
Municipal President may use such access as he has to the Governor in important
cases. Often the negotiation will involve som local contribution - some
money, materials, labor or technical supervision contributed directly by the
municipal administration or by the residents themselves under municipal
leadership.

4.13 The decentralization process has undoubtedly strengthened the
municipal role of intermediary. This is partly due to development of the
COPLADES and CUD processes which have enhanced the local voice in the
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allocation of federal investment funds. The extent of municipal involvement
in these state level proceases varies from state to state, as does their
replication at municipal level through COPLADSM and joint state/municipal
investment programs. Much depends both upon the attitudes and reoarces of
state governments, and upon the size and importance of the municipalities
themselves. But the municipal role has also become more significant through
the growing emphasis on community particpation in the funding and execution
of projects. Urbanization has accelerated the demand for local
infrastructural investment susceptible to this approach, while resourca
constraints have increased the need to extract varying degrees of cost saving
and recovery through it. The combination of municipal execution and community
participation is now common in respect, not only of urban infrastructural
programs, but also of federal investments in primary education, health care
and sports.

4.14 The second municipal role is the maLntenance of oublic ordqr.
Except in State capitals, municipalities provide the basic police force. They
also have specific duties such as civil registrations and administration of
compulsory national service. These responsibilities are important and often
stressful, particularly in the larger urban centers.

4.15 The amendment of Article 115 of the Constitution in 1983 extended
the municipal administration's regulatory powers to the whole field of urban
land use planning, development control and control of reserve lands. These
are crucial responsibilities in the growing towns, but their exercise iL as
yet extremely partial. There are several constraints. As in so many other
urbanizing countries methods of land use pl&ming are not fully adapted to the
realities of population growth. Most of the available expertise is still in
Federal and State Secretariats, and few municipalities have been able to
recruit and retain adequate planning staffs. In fact awareness of the need
for planning skills is spasmodic, and the short term horizon of the elected
officials militates against their development. State Governments are
reluctant to give up powers such as approval of subdivisions which now
properly belong to the municipal administration. State Congresses have to
approve all the zoning and building restrictions which require legal force.
And the whole pattern of siLJg land invasion undermines strategic planning and
development control in any case.

4.16 Another aroa of regulation is public transportation which is mainly
provided by concessionaires. This tends to be exercised by State Governments
in the state capitals, and by the municip administrations elsewhwre.

4.17 Thirdly, municipalities are responsible for manaement of secific
oublic services, mainly of an urban nature. This role has been considerably
enhanced by the 1983 constitutional amendment which conferred upon municipal
administrations prime responsibility for water supply and sanitation,
cleaning, roads, parks, slaughterhouses, markets, street lighting and
cemeteries. These functions are largely discharged by them, although State
Water Comisesions may supply bulk water, plan and execute new investments,
repair or occasionally, in certain State capitals like Villahermosa, operate
the entire system. The division of responslbility for roads between state
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Governments and municipal administrations is also highly variable, both as to
which roade are *local* and how far municipal administratioAs are deemed
capable of constructing and maintaining them.

4.18 These are predominantly urban functions. In rural areas, municipal
administrations contribute also to agrarian programs. The lMunicipio del
Centro" in Tabasco, for example, is providing to farms uce of machinery,
seeds, pesticides, extension advice and loans for poultry, fishery and the
like.

4.19 Education and health care are primarily Federal and State
functions. However, construction and upkeep of primary school buildings is
traditionally a "community" responsibility. The municipal role in this
appears to vary from full scale involvement of the municipal budget
(Chimalhuacan in the State of Mexico had constructed several schools with
assistance from State CODEM funds), to mobilising parents and some technical
supervision. There is an increasing tendency for federal school and clinic
investment programs to be entrusted to municipal administrations for execution
with community participation (unskilled labor and local materials). Moreover
municipal administrations provide a variety of kindergartens, clinics and
other social welfare facilities at purely local initiative.

4.20 The amendment of Article 115 has been most important in giving
municipal a _inistration a defined role in the management of public services,
particularly at a time when urban growth has put so much pressure on
development of the services in question. The Mission has been impressed by
the vigour and responsibility with which the municipalities visited were
responding to these challenges. Municipal presidents and senior officials
were impressive in their grasp of local needs and priorities. Their ability
to improvise varying local solutions demonstrated the advantages of local
discretion, as in the case of Reynosa, where the city has supported water
company agreements with private industry to help finance drainage in
industrial parks. Municipal presidents are also frequently accountable in
terms of their accessibility to the public. Some of the large municipalities
have highly developed management systems in operation. Above all Article 115
has clearly given municipal administrations a greater sense of
self-confidence--a belief in their right and capacity to manage local affairs.

D. Internal Oraanixation

4.21 The 'Ayuntamientow represents the legal personality of the
municipal administration. it is governed by a Council--"Cabildo"--comprising
the Municipal President, the Trustee ("Sindico") and Councillors ("Regidores")
together with the Municipal Secretary. The cabildoa comprise between 5 and 20
members, depending on the population of the municipality. They are elected
every three years on a party list/PR system. Seats are apportioned to parties
in accordance with their percentage of the overall votes cast, and to their
individual candidates according to their ranking on the party "slate." Number
one on the list of the party gaining most votes becomes Municipal President
and number two the Trustee. There are no wards members are elected "at
large."
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4.22 Thio is a "strong mayor" system. The Municipal President is the
chief osecutive, hiring and firing, formulating and executing the budget, and
exercising regulatory responsibilities particularly in respect of public
order. The Cacbildo" is deliberative rather than executive. Neverthelese the
separation of executive and deliberative power is not as absolute as in oAme
other American systems. The fact that the Municipal President and the
majority of councilors are elected on a common pasty list is an integrative
force. "Cabildos" meet statutorily once a month; in municipalities visited, a
weekly meeting was common. They have to approve the appointment of the
Municipal Secretary and Treasurer, and procurement contracts are allocated by
them, not by the President alone. It is common for individual "regidores" to
exercise oversight of a particular function and/or zone, and to establish
direct relationships with the municipal staff involved.

4.23 The Trustee (Sindico) acts as a check on the executive. He or she
has to countersign expenditure vouchers and has rights to inspect all
executive reports and orders.

4.24 With a short, non-renewable term, Municipal Presidents clearly view
their office as a stage in a longer and more varied political/ public service
career. Those met during the mission included two lawyers, a surgeon, a
teacher and a baker; two had occupied a series of administrative posts in
State and Municipal Government; two others had been Federal or State Deputies.
A spell of executive responsibility seemed to be regarded as a necessary stage
in a political career. All were impressive in their grasp of local problems
and priorities, and in their apparent ability to improvise local and varied
solutions.

4.25 Being Municipal President is technically a full time salaried post.
in the small municipalities the budget cannot support full tim work, and
Presidents pursue their normal livelihoods in the daytime and attend to
municipal affairs in the evening. In Oaxaca's many small communities,
Municipal Presidents often "box and cox* with their substitutes to keep their
farms and businesses going. Some Indian Presidents do not speak Spanish.

4.26 Municipalities have to appoint a Municipal Secretary and Treasurer.
The Municipal Secretary is responsible for the conduct of business and usually
for the regulatory functions. The Treasurer is responsible for all revenue
collection and accounting. In some larger municipalities a separate Director
of Programming formulates and executes the expenditure budget; in others this
is also the Treasurer's duty.

4.27 Otherwise the pattern of departmental organization varies according
to the size of the municipality and the preference of the Municipal Prosidont.
In smaller municipalities the Municipal Secretary will handle all personnel
matters and common services such as vehicle pools; in larger authorities these
will normally be supervised by a separate Director of Administration. In
smaller authorities a Director of Public Works will deal with all technical
services including physical planning, water supplies, roads and refuse
collection. In larger municipalities there are commonly at least three
Directors responsible several for (a) water and sanitation, (b) maintenance of
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other public services such as reads and refuse collection, and (c) physical
plnning and infrastructural development. It is normal to employ a Pollco
Comsandant, who may be responsible direct to the Municipal President, or to an
Intermediate Director of Public Security.

4.28 Municipal administrations discharge their functions mainly by
direct management, through a "decentralized agency," or by oconventoO with a
State Government agency. Use of private contractors is unusual except in
capital construction, although passenger road transport is largely operated by
concessionaires. Merida has turned over refuse collection and disposal to co-
operatives in the Industrial, commercial and higher income residential areas;
the co-operatives collect charges directly from those served. This is
regarded locally as euccessful, but has not been extended to the lower income

areas where the service is financed from the general budget. It is
nevertheless unusual. Small municipios do use part time specialist services
extensively. Human in Yucatan, for example, employs both private lawyers and
accountants on a part time "piece work" basis.

4.29 Municipal administrations can establish 'decentralized agencies,"
i.e., subsidiary bodies corporate for particular tasks. This is quite
common. Amoag municipalities visited, Merida and Toluca had such agencies in
charge of water and sanitation, and Cuantitlan Izcalli a subsidiary body
running a technical school with private sector participation. User charges
accrue directly to the revenues of such agencies together with subsidies from
the municipal budget.

4.30 Municipal Presidents and "Cabildos" are elected for a three year
term, (half the duration of Federal and State Congresses and Administrations),
and cannot be re-elected immediately. They can stand for election again after
a three-year interval, though we understand this is uncommon. The
constitutional ban on re- election at all levels of government goes back to
the 1917 Constitution in reaction against the autocracy of the Dias era, and
is deeply rooted in Mexican political culture.

4.31 As described later, virtually all appointments with administrative,
policy making, financial or security responsibilities and at professional/
graduate level are regarded as "posts of confidence," i.e., hold at the
pleasure of the Municipal President without security of tenure. The extent of

actual turnover varies widely, again as discussed later. But the combination
of a three year term, a "strong mayor" system, the ban on re-election and the
turnover in posts of confidence imposes great discontinuity on municipal
administration. In the smaller municipalities this can go to extreme lengths
with all the staff changing, and the outgoing Administration clearing out all
the equipment and records. The Municipal President of Human, a municipality
of 40,000 people in Yucat&n, stated that he had taken over a bank account with

30,000 pesos ($12) and an empty Town Hall bereft of files, maps, accounts or

furniture. Even in larger and more formalized municipalities where staff

turnover may be only 5 percent, there is a compulsive tendency for a new
Administration to disavow and change the policies, programs and practices of

its predecesor. But these have a short run. it takes a new Administration
six months to settle in, and the last twelve months are overshadowod by the
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run-up to fresh ele@tiOns. An Adminietration is at full steam for barly 18
months of it0 three-year life. Time for effective action is extremely shortg
returns on any radical decision have to be immediate. Even the most selfless
politician can barely see municipal offlice as more than a brief interlude in a
longer career; he or she will want to demonstrate the ability to geot omething
done in a three-year period, but it will be equally important not to stir-up
contention.

4.32 Should the term of office of municipal administrations be extended
beyond three years? The Mission heard conflicting views. On one side were
those who felt that the pressures on municipal officials, particularly in
cop'ng with drugs, prostitution etc. under their public order duties, were
too strong for them to withstand over a longer period. The *clean image is
clear.y important to municipal presidental the longer the period of
administration, the greater the difficulty of preserving it. On the other
side are the problems already mentioned: the short-tire span for effective
action, the disincentive to planning, the rapid turnover in specialized
manpower, the chronic discontinuity in policy and practice. Added to these
are the incentives to short-term administrations ;o concentrate their
ambitions on new projects to the neglect of operation and maintenance of
existing assets.

4.33 In Europe or North America this dilemma is resolved by eligibility
for re-election; administrations can serve many years but only if they retain
the confidence of their local electorates at the regular polls. We understand
that this option is impossible within the constitutional culture of Mexico.
gon balance the Mimsion felt that the needs for oreater conttinuity in muniaical
administration age so stron that loncr te=m of office should be enacted. at
least in the larg2r urban centerg. watevr the riske.

4.34 There are, we understand, two ways ln whlch such extension could be
made. First, the Constitution could be amended to provide a longer term of
office for all municipal administrations. Alternatively it could be amended
to permit state congresses to lengthen the term of selected municipal
admLnietrations, say those over 50,000 or 100,000 populatlon. In the latter
case, Federal Government could encourage state responses by linking federal
financlng of municipal investments to such reforma.

4.35 Notionally a munlclpal admLniLtratLon's term of offlce could be
enlarged to any perlod between four and six years; oplnions expressed to the
Mision strongly favored six years to preserve coincidence with the term of
state administrations and these are endorsed.

E. Staf ghfl

4.36 Staffing levels are modest in relation to the oLse of
municipallties. Tlalnepantla (approximately 1 million population) has 2,500
employees, Merida (600,000) 2,800O, Cuantitlan IzCallL (750,000) 1,360,
Chimalhuacan only 140.

4.37 Municipal personnel fall into two categories:
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(a) "posts of confidence" held at the discretion of the Municipal
President, and

(b) unionized posts with security either under the Labor laws (in those
States which have enacted them) or under contracts with the Union.

4.38 Posts of confidence" are occupied by virtually all staff of
Director, Sub-Director and departmental Chief level, by the Municipal Police,
by personal staff much am private secretaries, and by anyone else handling
money or formulating policy. These include almost all staff with profeasional
and graduate qualifications.

4.39 The "Cabildo" has to approve the appointment of the Municipal
Secretary and Treasurer. All other appointments are made by the Municipal
President. We understand that parochialism is common in wmall, rural
municipalities, but not in the larger towns which are happy to seek talent
wherever they can get it. A unionized employee can be temporarily promoted to
a post of confidence with the right of reversion to his or her former post.
Senior officials seemed to be part of the general "merry-go-round" of public
service in MexLco; of three Municipal Treasurers questioned, one had
previously worked in the Federal Finance Secretariat, a second in BANMAMX and
the third in the State Comptroller's Office.

4.40 The ratio of posts of confidence to total staff varies from
ruanicipality to municipality, usually inversely to size. Tlalnepantla has 700

posts of confidence out of 2S00 staff, Chimalhuacan 80 out of 140, Merida 130
out of 2800. An incoming Administration does not necessarily replace all
those in posts of confidence. Those in technical posts or the Police, for
example, may well be asked to continue in post. again the percentage change
seem to vary inversely with the size of the municipality. In the two small
municipalities visited in Yucat&n everyone had changed. In the Municipio del
Contro in Tabasco half the posts of confidence had changed. The larger
municipalities in the State of Mexico claimed a turnover of about 5 percent of
total staff, but in ChJmalhuacan all 50 Police had been replaced.

4.41 The need to provide areater contnuitY of PXrfeasionAl staffing of
municipal administrations is widely recognized. It is part of a wider problem
affecting all branches of the public service, but is accentuated by the
contrast betwoen the three-year term of municipal administrations and the six-
year tern of federal and state agencies. kraent consideration of means to
Mnrova contLnuLtyX is ecommonded.

4.42 Lengthening the municipal term of office would clearly reduce the
scale of the problem. Municipal service would be more attractive with a
longer tenure. Expertise could be built up, though still subject to abrupt
dissipation eVry six years. Officials would have the chance to see major
programs through to fruition.
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4.43 Other solutions have wider implications and requi. a deeper
examination of Mexican labor laws and practices. Internationally, municipal
employment usually has three legal bases:

(a) short-term appointment by political choice or contract as in posts
of confidence";

(b) mployment under the labor laws, i.e., with some degree of
security, but no guaranteed salary or career progression; and

(C) career annoi n "Ds by CgMMLtitv selection.
with security &fter a guerid of -robati2nAr sevice. iLncrmental
salma cales and promoion shamals.

it is the .bsence of the third option which is unusual and surprising in the
Mexican context, since it does feature in countries with "strong mayor"
systems of municipal administration and bane on re-election similar to Mexico.

4.44 Some attempt is being made to produce an embryo career service by
coaislsioning colleges to offer sub-degree courses in municipal administration
for candidates sponsored by municipalities. Under existing conditions their
alumni will still have to catch the eye of incoming municipal president.
every three years; the hope is that they will be well qualified to do so and
in a sellers' market. It is clearly an experiment worth making.

4.45 Delegation of municipal tasks to decentralized agencies is another
device sometimes used in other cout. tes to provide greater continuity of
professional staffing. Such agencies may be empowered to sffar contracts of
service which are not tied to the life of their parent admxnistrations. The
Mission is not certain how far this practice is already in use.

4,46 security and career prospects are two attractions to able
personnel. iaarY,vu1 aMe another gonsideration, At present there are
wide disparities in municipal wage levels, depending largely on resources.
Some municipalities offer salaries comparable to those of any public sector
organizations including Federal Government. At the other end of the scale,
Concal and Human in Yucatin are employing pensioners as laborers because they
cannot afford the statutory minimum wage. In YucatAn all municipalities pay
on the same scales laid down by the state. In the State of Mexico by contrast
each municipality decides its own salary levels, although cost of living
increases are governed by State Government decisions. These salaries vary
greatly; a typist in Toluca is paid at least twice the rate in Chimalhuacan in
the same state. A few municipalities contract in to Federal or State
Government pension schmes, but these are exceptions. Greater parity in
conditions of service will only be possible with a fairer distribution of
revenue shares between municipalities, as discussed in Chapter III B.

4.47 The triennial turnover in staff makes municipal administration
unpromising soil for systematic trainina and sstem develosient. So the
degree of motivation and the quality of system found in some of the
munlcipalities visited were a gratifying surprise. The degree of "musical
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chairs inv(olved in changes of Administration within the public sector as a
whole may contribute to this, together with the need for ambitious municipal
officials to show results in a very short time.

4.48 There are a variety of institutions offering technical assistance
to municipal administrations, though no systematic provision. At national
level the CMNI (centro Nacional de Betudios lunicipales) has a general
promotional role as a branch of the Federal Secretariat of Government. It
publishes manuals, guidelines for State legislation and municipal regulations,
and offers financial and technical asoistance in training to its State
counterparts. (Every State has a parallel CN within its Secretariat of
Government). INAP (the National Institute of Public Administration) also
publishes manuals and its state level branches offer some general management
training, particularly for incoming officials.

4.49 Another federal level institution concerned is INDOTEC--a public
finance institution sponsored jointly by the Federal and State Secretariat. of
Finance. ThLs runs a series of state level courses on fiscal and financial
administration for the public service as a whole, publishes a journal and
undertakes research studies. INDOTEC is well placed to promote improvement in
financial management because financial managers at different levels of
government identify with it, but it is outside a hierarchical chain. National
institutions with a similar role in relation to other professions engaged in
municipal administration could play a parallel promotional role within their
own field of expertise.

4.SO At State level traini.ag may be available in specific areas of
municipal administration from professional associations, universities and
colleges. The availability varies from State to State. Much depends on the
interest of State Government and its willingness to comuission and sponsor
such courses. The provision is very random.

4.51 A current lnitiatlve is being taken by CIN and SPP together with
COOALZP, the National Council for Middle Level Professional and Technical
Education. In Guerrero the State Government has contracted with CONALEP to
provide a three year Diploma (sub-degree) course in municipal administration
at local collegeos. SPP is funding one scholarship for each municipality, and
the municipal administrations are encouraged to nominate participants and
subsidize their travel and subsistence expenses. Candidates are high school
graduates and have to take an entrance examination. The idea is to create a
pool of staff qualified for posts such as Municipal Secretary and Director of
Public Works, and therefore attractive for appointment by incoming Municipal
Presidents. This is a half way step to the creation of a career service.
CHU is now trying to persuade other State Governments to negotiate parallel
courses with CONAtEP.

4.52 There is a plethora of organizations "promoting" municipal
administration as a whole or offering training and technical assistance in
specific aspefcts of it. This is no bad thing. Competition can be just as
healthy in training as any other field of endeavour. But there is obvious
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diversity ln the capacity and durability of these bodies and in the practical
relevance of their provision to the needs of the municiLpalities.

4.53 The Mlssion's survy was far too brief to justify any definitivo
recommendations on the future organization of training. A few tentative
suggestions emerge as much from comiparative experience as from study in
Mexicos

(a) Training and technical assistance should be seen as integrated
actLvitLes. one cannot isolate training from a broader process of
systems development whleh involves research, experiment and
dliseminatlon of "best practLce".

(b) Given the number of munLclpalLties and the dlversity in thelr
size and environments, state level institutions must be the major
source of traLaing and technical support.

(c) It would be difficult and unwise, however, for such state
Lnstitutions to attempt to provide much of the support needed in
technical fLelds themselves. They noed to tocus on support in the
broad fields of munlcipal plannLng and management, and to
commission support in techaLcal fLelds from the best qualified
sources; theLr role ln the latter respect is to ensure through
contractual specification and monitoring that what is offered Ls
tailored to munLeLpal needs.

(d) If state lnetltutlons of municlpal development are to play a
sustained and responsive role, they need to be accountable to the
munLclpalLtLes themelves. One model mlght be for them to be
governed by boards constituted by representatlves of the municlpal
administrations, and financed by a levy on the municipal
partLicpatLon funds authorLzed by such governlng body and then
transmitted by the state Government.

F. E.&MG;B

4.54 MunLcipal revenue is derived from the following sources:

(a) Taxes (impuestos) chlefly on property, sale of property, cinema and
other publie shows, and advertisements;

(b) Fees (derechos) for business registration, plannLng and buildlng
consent and other administrative processes;

(c) Charges (productos) for munlclpal services such as water,
cemeterLes or slaughterhousesF

(d) Statutory shares of Federal revenues (partLcipacLones);
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(5) Grants for inveotment projets under "convenioes and

(f) Loas.

4.55 In looking at municipal finance two fundamental questions need to
be addressed:

(a) Do these sourcese provide municipal administration with resources
adequate to its tasks?

(b) Does the financial framework provide municipalities with incentives
for efficient oxploitation and management of the resources
available to them?

4.56 At present, the level of municipal resources is small. Municipal
receipts, including both recurrent and capital receipts, totalled only four
percent of total public sector resources in 1984. They equalled only one
percent of GOP. This does not constitute a vriaaci& case for increasing
local'resources, however. The responsibilities of municipalities are
correspondingly limlted (in practies, if not in law). And any lncrease in
local resources implies a decrease ln resources elsewhere ln the economy
(either in the prlvate sector through hlqher taxes or ln other levels of
government through a reallocatlon of revenues). farrin a gianificant
decentralization of addktional functonal re:nlbillties. (e.a. for the
manaiemnt of health or 2 dctatLon serices% the ase for a maiog increase in
municinal resources is not strong. There is. however, a clear case for
decentraL&zin the wer to make thli decison to those who are moat directly
affected by its the taxpavers and thelr local overnment. Thls implies an
increase in local autonomy over the level of local taxes, and the adoption of
administrative reforms (described below)to reduce constraints on their use.

4.57 The present revenue base of municipal administrations is heavily
weighted in favor of areas with large scale industrial and commercial
development plus high income residential property. The ratio of matching
grants is sometimes adjusted to the relative wealth of the municipality.
However there is no formal equalizatLon mechanim and dLiparities in ge
caoLta revenue, even between nalghborlng authoritLes, are large. AH dLicussed
already ln Chapter II thLe calls for a revisLon of the lnter-municLpal
distribution of partLeLpation funds, particularly in metropolltan areas.

4.58 Turning to an examination of the Lndlvidual sources of revenue,
local taxes contributed approximately 11% to total munlclpal revenues in 1984.
Of thls the property tax accounted for about 75%. Taxes on property are
assessed on supposed market values. Valuation is nomally based on a fLeld
measurement of physical characteristics, and desk computation based on unit
values for specLfLc zones, land uses and standards of construction. TMarates
mme timulated by gun&ckal finac laws enacted by each State Coagres.

4.59 Property taxes were state level revenues shared with municipal
administrations prior to the 1983 amendment to Article 115 of the
Constitution, whlch conferred them on municLpalities. Allocations of
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responsibility for assessment and collection still vary considerably from
State to State. In the State of Mxico the State cadastral institute assesses
and bills and the State Government collects, passing on collections to the
municipal administrations. In Tabasco the State Goverrnent assesse but
municipal administrations collect. In Merida the State Cadastral Institute
decided the unit values, but the municipal administration conducted its own
field survey (using students on national service), and computations.
Elsewhere in Yucat&n the State continues to do all stages of assessment but
the municipal administrations collect. In all cases, states retain control
over property tax policy since municipal administrations have no legislative
power; any revaluation or increases in rates must be approved by the state
Government.

4.60 The yields of the property tax declined dramatically during the
1980s. In real terms, property tax revenues dropped by 60 percent bet%"sn
1980 and 1984. More recent figures from individual municipalities suggesr.
this trend continued at least up to 1989, (although there are reports of
recovery in 1990 in ome areas following the amendment of revenue sharing
arrangements to reward state fiscal effort). This decline is attributable to
two factors. First, the high inflation of the 19800 has not been reflected in
property tax assessments. From 1980, accumulated inflation has totalled
nearly 600 percent. Property assessments, based originally on prices of the
1970s--have been adjusted erratically, and at levels far below the rate of
inflation. Second, states have been lax in updating changes in the physical
characteristics of the tax base--new construction, ubdivisions, and changes
in land use--particularly since the property tax was decentralized to the
municipal level. As a result, major gaps in the coverage of the tax base now
exist.

4.61 From a technical standpoint, Mexico is relatively well-positioned
to revive its property taz. Compared to other countries at similar levels of
development (Brazil, Philippines), the administrative apparatus for property
taxation is in good condition. States invested heavily in urban tax
mapping and mass appraisal during the 1970s. These maps and property
records, while outdated, would provide a sound basis for a general resurvey
and revaluation of properties. Financing for such revaluations is currently
available from BANODRAS and has been used, with apparent success, in Merida
(Yucat&n) and San Luis Potosi.

4.62 The present institutional arrangements discourage such efforts,
however. Any municipal president wishing to undertake a general resurvey,
adjust asseskwents, or increase tax rates, must obtain the approval of both
the state governor and the state congress. All three political actors must
agroee any one of them can exercise a veto. Such a convergence of views is
likely to be rare. From the state's perspective, the political costs of
authorizing an increase in property taxes are high, and the political benefits
are fews the tax provides the State with no additional revenue.

4.63 State Congresses are extremely reluctant to increase property tax
rates; in Oaxaca and YucatAn the rates remain unrovised since 1968 and 1973
respectively. This leaves response to inflation entirely dependent on
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reassesent# that too depends on Stato approvalt from State Govwn_mnt for
revised unit val'ies, and from State Congress for any adjustent in tax rates
to compeeate for the rise in taxable value. This leaves any Lncrease relLant
upon the agreeent of three independent political groups - state Congress,
State Goverment and the municipal administration.

4.64 Ore means of reducing the polLtical constraints on the property tax
would be to permit assessments to be indexed to inflation. Automatic
inflation-indexLng would permLt asessments to remain constant ln real terms,
without requiring any deliberate action on the part of the governor, municipal
presLdent, or congress. The State of Yucat&n has already taken a first step
in this direction; beginning January 1990, the pricing factors used in
calculating assessments will be automatlcally increased at half the rate of
increase in the minimum wage. While inadequate to maintain the full real value
of the tax, this decision shows a recognition of the effects of inflation and
the need for responses to it.

4.65 There may also be morits in decentralizing the administration of
the property tax. Municipal administrations should presumably take a more
actlve interest in administering their principal source of dlscretionary
Lncome. In fact municipal attitudes to taking over property tax
admLnistration vary. In Toluca the Treasurer wanted to leave the State
Institute to do the assessments, but felt better equipped to collect the tax
than the State. CuantLtlan Izcalli wanted to take over both tasks; as a
rapidly growing middle class community it felt that lts rate of growth in
property values far exceeded those applied by the State Institute. Two
predominantly low-income municipalities, Tlalnepantla and Chimalhuacan, were
happy to leave both processes ln State hands; Chimalhuacan feared the impact
of lts virulent politics on a munlcipal level process.

4.66 TIus opinLons differ on this issue. Earlior Bank studies have
suggested that smaller municipalities would not be tochnically capable of
adminLstering the tax. Some municipal officials argue that a decentralized
tax would be too vulnerable to local politics. Experience ln other countrles
shows that both centralized and decentralLsed administrations have succeeded
ln some instances and failed in others. The choice of administrative
arrangements does not appear to guarantee either outcom. In general,
however, the more limited competence of local government appears to be more
easily mitigated than the Lndifference of central authorities.

4.67 Municipal governments should also be given greater latitude in
setting tax rates. If the property tax is to serve as the means by which
local taxpayers express theLr effectlve demand for municlpal services, local
governments must have the power to adjust local tax levels accordingly.

4.68 Fees and Charges. Fees and charges contrLbute about ten percent to
total municLpal revenue. Roughly half of this is produced by fees, the
rcmaLader by charges. Fees--imposed for plannLng and buLlding permits,
registration of birthe and marriage, etc.--should not be viewed as a potential
source of municipal revenue. Any attempt to use these admLnistrative charges
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as sources of goeral revenue wuld discourage compliance with regulatory
procedaare.

4.69 Ther we strong aOguiate for incraulsng the yLelds of user
charges, however. Chapter III has referre to the desirability on both euity
and effLciency grcunds of charging consumoers for services which benefits them
individually rather than the public at large. At present the level of these
charges--for water supply, markets, slaughterhouses, and other municipal
facilities-are well below the costs of service delivery. in 1987, water
charges on industrial and commercial consumers were estimated to cover only
30 percent of the costs of service delivery. Subsidies take the form of
transfers from state or municipal general revenues (to cover operating losses)
and below-maket or grant financing of capital Lnvestments. This implies both
an inefficient level of service provLison ad an inequitable pattern of
subsidies: from general taxpayers to those with access to subsLdise services.

4.70 The constraints on increasing the yields of charges are similar to
those confrontLig local taxes. Approval must be gLven by several different
political entities, any of whlch can exercise a veto. Inflatlon has made the
task more difficult, by requirLng a major nnwual increse if tariffs are to
keep up with inereases in the costs of service delivery. The solutions may
also be sLmilar: Lncreasing local latltude in tarLff-settLng and indexing user
charge leveles to lnflation.

4.71 pSl=g&Mg - statutory shares of federal reenues - have been
discussed in Chapter ItI (paras 3.44 - 3.63). They account for nearly 63% of
municipal revenues overall. As mentioned previously, their principal defect
is the arbitrary and, ln some states, inequitable distribution between
municpalitLes by state governments. Greater cortainty and, in some cases,
greater weighing by population are needed in their distribution.

4.72 GgXan are provided maLnly from two sources. one is the Federal
government's Reglonal Development Budget whlch finances local projects through
CUDs with matching contributions from State budgets. Municipal
administratLons may be parties to these convenioo contributing a share of the
cost and executing the projectes the value of communal labor, local materials
and technical superviLLon may be included in the municipal share. Secondly, a
number of states have prallel program fLnanced entirely from state and
municipal budgets. The State of Mexico has a further program by which State
DeputLes can allocate materLals to communlty projects of theLr choice. As
discussed in Chapter ItI, municipal access to these federal and state funds
varies coneLderably between states. Chapter III has argued for greater and
more unlform partLclpatLon by munLclpal administrations ln grant aided
investment programs, particularly in the fields of health, educatlon and urban
infrastructure.

4073 Loan pinaCe from BANDBRA8. The mission found widespread use of
SANODRAS credits for water supply installations, but considerable reluctance
to borrow for other purpo8se. Reasons cited Lncluded the degree of
documentation requLred and procedural delays in seekLng State Congress
approval and State Government guarantees. It is difficult to formulate a
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project* secure a loan and complete construction wLthin a municipal term Of

office. Moreover municipal administrations value the mage of staying out Of

debt and do not distinguish between long-and short-term liabilities. The viow

was expressed in one large municipality that revenues were adequate for the

scale of investment which could be executed, given the administrative

complexity of projects involving communLty participation.

4.74 This issue has also been discuseed in Chapter ZII, (paras 3.36 -

3.42). Despite the obstacles to greater borrowing, it remalns important as a

matter of principle that assistance from federal funding sources for revenue

generating projects should be by credit rather than grant. This may well

require further procedural reforms to make the proces of borrowing from

BANOSRAS less burdensome.

4.75 Curgent Account SurDluses and CoMnnnitv Contribution.. Federal

financing through the budget and BANO0RAS accounts for only a minority of

financing of municipal capital investment. of the capltal expenditure that

appears in the municipal budget, the great majority is financed by public

sector savings at the local level, in the form of annual current account

surpluses. According to the 1984 aggregate statistlces, municipal current

account surpluses finance 70 percent of municipal capital investment. This

suggests additional meant to increase the resources available for municipal

investments by increasing efficiency in recurrent expenditure (thereby freeing

additional resources for capital investment).

4.76 Community participation is a growing source of financial

contribution to investment costs. It varies in nature from manual labor and

locally collected materials like stone and sand, to substantial cash donations

by commercial firms which arn tax relief. It is basically an informal system

of cost recovery-- a substitute for initial service premia, special

assessments, valorization taxes or other instruments for charging landowners

with the capital cost of infrastructure which increases the value of their

property. The main differences are that the contributions are obtained by

negotiation rather than statute, and the share of the cost borne by the

benoficiaries varies roughly according to capacity to pay. A middle class

suburb tight be expected to contribute 50 percent of the costs of road paving

or a sewer, for example# a large scale industrial or housing developer would

be expected to finance all the infrastructural costs. From both a practical

and an economic standpoint, this is a very appropriate mesans of financing such

investments and should be encouraged.

4.77 Financial Nanagement. Given the staffing problems described in

Section D, operating systems in the large municipalities visited are better

than might be expected. Computer system for accounte, billing, payrolls and

stores are being introduced widely. Both Toluca and Nunicipio del Centro

(Tabasco) had excellent computerised financial management system including

variance reporting, recharging for vehicle use, unallocated store issues etc.,

and a degree of accrual accounting for expenditure. Toluca's Treasurer had a

variance report on his budget including accumulated revenue and expenditure at

the end of the previous day. All the larger municipalities visited produce

balance sheets which distinguish budgetary revenue and expenditure from
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Ubelow-the-lilne accounts; some include the value of fixed assets in their
balance sheets.

4.78 The standard budgeting and accounting formats in use by municipal
administrations divide expenditure by input categories% i) Personnel Costs,
ii) Goods and Services, Uii) General Expenses, iv) Equipment and Plant, v)
Publ.ic Works and Construction, vi) Miscellaneous Expenditure, vii) Debt
Service. This is unsatisfactory in that it does not reflect the functional
distribution of expenditure, nor enable the municipal administration to
isolate the costs of any particular service. A number of municipal
administrations visited have used computer coding to run a parallel breakdown
by operating division and task. This deserves more general promotion,
particularly among the larger municipalities. Budgets do not distinguish
adequately between recurrent and capital expenditure. Although figures of
recurrent and investment expenditure are produced, much maintenance is mixed
up with asset formation, and the sources of finance for the capital works are
not necessarily identified. The State Comptroller's Offices are clearly
useful in promoting improved practice, backed up by INDOTEC; these are areas
in which .ontinued development of systems is desirable aided by
computer zation.

4.79 Municipal administrations are subject to audit by the State
Comptroller who reports directly to the State Congress. In the States visited
by the mission this appeared to be a carried out thoroughly, regularly and
promptly. The audit also exercised a positive influence on municipal
accounting. On changes in municipal administration it was the State
Comptroller's staff who had shown incoming staff in small municipalities how
to keep the books. State Comptrollers had been active in promoting improved
financial management systes including the use of computers. Their personnel
provide a source of appointment of new Treasurers.

G. State/Local Relations

4.80 Although much has been done during the last ten years to strengthen
the role and resources of municipal administration, it still operates in a
paternalistic framework. Subordination to State Government remains strong in
a number of ways. Even Article 115 stresses the neod to exercise devolved
responsibilities within the context of State law and policy.

4.81 Some of the reasons are basically political including the weight of
the ruling party and the Governors in particular, in the solection of
candidates for municipal election. Some relate to the dependence of the
smaller municipalities on State financial and technical resources. But the
subordinatLon is also inherent in the legal framework. Kunicipal
administrations are literally creatures of State laws which establish their
existence and define their constitutions. State Congresses can suspend a
municipal administration for failure to discharge its duties. And municipal
administrations lack legislative power. Any municipal action which imposes an
obligation upon citizens--such as paying a tax or a charge--or places saom
restrLction on their freedom--like land use zoning--has to be backed by a law
enacted by the national or State Congress. Municipalities cannot vary the
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rates of their own taxes or chargesl these are enacted by State Congresses.
This is specially debilitating since the state Govrnment no longer has any
direct interest in the revenue yields and State Congress has no incentive to
accept the political costs of increases.

4.82 Loan finance is another example of dependence on State
authorization. Municipal borrowing requires the approval of the State
Congress if the loan will exceed the Administrationse unexpired term, and the
State Sxecutive's guarantee (chiefly because the State Government can
establish a lien on the municipality's shares in national revenues).

4.83 To varyLng extents State Governments continue to exercise functions
vested in municipal administrations. This is normally done by agreement--by
"convenio." By "convenio" between state and municipality, state water
comiLssLons provide bulk water in conurbations or maintain local water
supplies, state governments build or maintain local roads, state cadastral
institutes assess and even collect property taxes, state urban development
directorates draft and administer physlcal development plans.

4.84 ThLs collaborationist Am-roach is ggamatic. flexible and in Ma
ways admirable. But it has limitations which could become increasinalv
seriQus in the future. First, it can have adverse effects upon equity already
mentioned in relation to service provision in state capitals. Where the State
Government intervenes, the State taxpayer customarily subsidizes; this is far
more common in the conurbations than in the smaller communities. Second,
state intervention by "convenio" evades the problems facLng municlpal
administration; it does not provide any long term solution to them. Third, a
"conveniow is a negotiated agreement but between unequal partners;
municipalities are in a weak bargaining position wlth the result that local
choice and local accountability tend to be reflected inadeqately in the
resulting decisions and thelr implementation. Fourth, there must be some
concern how the "convenLom culture wlll fare if inter-party compatitLon
continues to gain strength. Will a OconvenioO between a State Government
composed of Party A and a municlpal admLniatratLon formed by Party B be
inspLred by a strong spirLt of mutual responsibility? It is possible, but
there is little recent experience ln Nexlco on whlch to judge, and
international comparisons are not all that encouraging. Above all state
interventLon obscures the clarity in the dlvlison of functional
responoibilitles whlch is critlcal to public accountability.

4.85 state lntervention manifests the2 ternalLtic attitude to
municaLI admins tration which 2ervades_ Ls constitutLonal and lal framework
and Ls a serious obstacle to its full develoument. The governing legislation
is still obsessed by the fear that municipal adminLstrators will abuse their
powers. Hence the three year term, hence the need for state congres approval
of tariffs, zonlng restrictLons or loans exceeding an administration's
unexpired term, hence the requirement that every expendlture voucher must bear
five signatures. The legislation aims to stop municipal admLnistrations doing
things, not to promote actlve management of civLc affairs. The new
Admtnistration's wish to promote a municipal "self-management culture" must be
underminod by a contlnuing dependence on state level discretion over tax
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rates, revenue sharing distrlbution, guarantees for credit, CUDU and other
invoetmont flows.

4.86 This Report has suggested several approaches needed to strengthen
the capacity of municipal administrations and their bargaining position within
the three tier relationship. These includes

(a) poseible extensions to the three-year term of municipal office to
overcome the acute problems of discontinuityg

(b) encouraging inter-municipal co-operation, both in dealing with
metropolitan functions and in overeaming the weaknesses of small
municipalitiese

(c) developing new career structures and enhancing training facilities
for municipal staff; and

id) ensuring a more equitable distribution of participation funds and
reducing the arbitrary nature of state government control over
them.

A final and crucial area of reform concerns legislative power.

4.87 Inability to legislate is a severe handicap to effective municipal
administration. It leaves essential decisions, such as tax increases or
zoning restrictions at the discretion of state level politicians who have no
direct interest in their outcome and therefore no incentive to take unpopular
action. A delegation of legislative power to municipal administrations is
recommended.

4.88 Two options could be considered. One would be a constitutional
amndment giving municipalities geneaal legislative power in respect of
functions and revenue sources allotted to them under Article 115. This the
Mission would favor in principle but without full knowledge of its possible
legal implications.

4.89 An alternative would be to encourage state congresses to emnd
their municipal financial laws to empower municipal "Cabildosa to fix the rate
of the property tax and municipal fees and charges, to stipulate the unit
values to be used in property tax assessmnt, and to index property
valuations, fees and charges to an acceptable measure of inflation such as the
statutory minimum wage or the retail price index. Again lederal Government
could encourage states to take such action by linking federal iavestments in
municipal infrastructure to such reforms.
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5.01 Urbanisation has a momentum of its own. Its location can be
influenced by the prices of essential services such as water and
transportation, but it can neither be significantly stemmed nor directed.

5.02 Vrbanization requires a massive governmental response in terms of
infrastructure investment, but rfnon nv i has to be its dominant
character. Investment has to follow the patterno of spontaneous growthl it has
to be driven by locally defined needs; it has to work with the energies and
resources of businesses and people who are in the process of investing their
own future in particular neighborhoods.

5.03 As a result of recent reforms, Mexico has most of the instruments
in place for this responsive style of government action. Revenue sharing and
the development of CUDs, the establishment of COPLADIS and their municipal
equivalents, the amendment of Article 115 of the Constitution, the evolution
of community participation in urban infrastructural development provide the
tools of future urban strategy. The priorities must be to remove remaining
constraints on their development, and use them to the full.

5.04 As intended by the National Urban Development Program, 1990-94,
direct federal investment in urban infrastructure should be increasingly
directed to the places where population is growing most rapidly in response to
economic advantage. But care is needed to remove differential subsidies to
essential services which encourage growth in particular locations because
consumers are not faced with true relative costs.

5.05 Federal and state government investment funds for urban services
should increasingly be distributed in relation to population or population
growth, whether through CUDs or direct channels. An increasing proportion of
federal investment in the sector should proceed through CUDs and municipal
participation should become a requirement. Such policy will, however, require
in turn improved definition of guidelines for project eligibility and
analysis. Investment in "private good" services which should be charged to
consumers, should be increasingly financed through loan rather than grant.
Allocations need to take account of the local capital and operating costs
arising from direct federal investments. Within the context of PRONASOL,
programs designed to alleviate poverty need to be applied to the needs of the
urban poor on an increasing scale; funding for them should be available
wherever such needs arise, whether in relatively richer or poorer states.

5.06 The accountability and accessibility of municipal administrations
are crucial to the development of a responsive and participative style of
urban government. Recent reforms have enhanced their responsibilities and
resources. But municipal administration cannot achieve its full potential
until it is liberated from the framework of paternalLitic dependency in which
it ia still set, (a framework which will be increasingly unworkable with the
growth of party pluralism). Mexico has a vision of the "municipio librew and
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the present Adminietration wants to promote a "self-management culture".
These reuirge tihree fnldamntal reformas lenatheninga te.unicioall ter of
ofice t at least in the laroer municigalition 9. devlow g co,tinuitv of
emolovment gf orogessional and managerial stAff and conferdin on municigXl
adminlgtrations limited legislative power. artiloularlv in determinina their

own taxina and chargina rates. These are necessary to give them the
authority, the profeesional competence, the time span for coherent policy
and plans, and, above all, the self-esteem necessary to municipal confidence
in taking a leading, mgnnao role. It will also be increasingly important
to substitute inter-municipal asociation for state intervention in overcoming
the limitations of municipal size and boundaries. In this way a clear
division of responsibilities between state and municipal administrations for
services can be promoted, and both local cost recovery and accountabilities
enhanced.

5.07 Revenue sharing will remain important to financing urban services,
because of the superior buoyancy of the national taxes concerned. But in
several states the distribution of "participaciones" between municipios will
need urgent review to remove present bias towards the places where people work
rather than where they live. This is neither efficient nor equitable. Effort
will be needed to rescue the local revenue instruments of property taxation
and user charging from their recent decline - not as a substitute for, or
condition of revenue sharing, but as a means of enhancing local discretion,
the efficiency of local choice, and reflecting the true cost to ionsumers of
chargeable services. The right to Index valuations and tariffs to inflation
would reduce the severe political disincentives attached to these sources.
Many larger municipalities are adopting improved budgeting and accounting
practices; it will be important for these to be more widely disseminated.

5.08 Greater continuity of office and an improved financial base are the
keys to improving the human skills of municipal administration. Developing a
career public service is widely acknowledged as a need of government at all
levels; the search for solutions must give full attention to the needs in this
respect of municipal administrations and other urban agencies.

5.09 The report has been concerned with the institutional frameworks for
urban development - the location of responsibilities, the division of
resources, the flow of funds, the allocative mechanisme which determine public
sector responses to the challenges of continued urbanization.
Decentralization and urban management are not ends in themselves, however.
They are means to serve the objectives of Urban 2olicv.

5.10 The Mexican Administration's policies are increasingly concerned
with three underlying objectives which are consistent with the global
priorities set out in the Bank's November, 1990 Paper "Urban Policy and
Economic Developments An Agenda for the 19909":

(i) promoting the productivity of the urban economy by remedying
deficiencies in infrastructurel improving the technical and
financial capacity of local government; eliminating excessive
regulation of markets and business activities;
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(ii) alleviating urban poverty by ensuring access of all urban
neighborhoods to a basic level of essential services; and

(iii) combating urban environmental deterioration due to transport
and industrial pollution, and deficiencies in the disposal of
solid waste and effluents.

5.11 The Bank is prepared to contribute to these objectives of urban
development in Mexico. The Infrastructure and Urban Development Department
reviewed recent urban projects in Mexico as part of a wider evaluation of the
Bank's support for institutional development. A case study on the
institutional framework of urban government In Mexico has been undertaken
within the scope of the UNDP/Bank Urban Management ProgramD the location of
this casework focussed part of its attention on recent innovations in
coordinated investment programming and cooperation with the private sector.
On its part, the Federal Government has expressed an interest in the Bank
contributing funds to the lines of credit to be provided through BAMOBRAS for
projects promoted by the Commission7 of Urban Development being established in
the secondary cities, (as described in paragraph 3.36).

S.12 In discussions with the Federal Government on its future lending
operations, the Bank has expressed that it may be willing to consider
financing a project aimed at removing infrastructural and urban management
deficiencies in the intermediate cities. The issues covered in this Study,
the Bank's review of its previous urban lending operations in Mexico and the
case studies conducted under the Urban Management Program will all clearly be
relevant to the design of such a project and the framework of institutional
innovations which it supports. It is therefore proposed to conduct a seminar
between Mexican and Bank officials and specialist advisors once the studies
have been completed and the Federal Government has submitted an outline
proposal to the Bank concerning its participation in a secondary cities
infrastructural project. The seminar would focus on the institutional changes
in urban management being undertaken in Mexico and their implications for Bank
lending support. It is hoped that the discussions and conclusions of the
seminar would pave the way for preparation both of a general strategy paper on
the Bank's assistance to urban development in Mexico, and of a specific
project on infrastructural development in secondary cities.

5 13 This Report has been concerned only with the institutional
structures and processes of public sector intervention. It is important
however, that the Bank's interventions are conducted through an institutional
framework which is conducive to their effectiveness, and that they support
continuing institutional reforms by the Mexican Administration on the lines
suggested in this Study.

S.14 In this respect the §ank's asgJitance in the area of urban
development should be extended through a coordinated stream of CUD.
allocations and BANOBRAS credits to support the broader range of federal
investment in urban infrastructure. In this way it could give greater impetus
to the development of the CUD flows of funds and procedures. Lending should
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focus on the inStitutional framework and policy for urban development.
Assistance to training should be continued, but with greater attention to its
inatitutional location and the development of sustained training capability
accountable to municipalities themselves.

5.15 The keynote of these recommendations is ginforgmat. major
policy departures are not necessarily implied. hfat is needed is to give
imp*tus to the reforma already under way and to remove constraints to their
fulfillment, and for the Bank to assist the Goverment in such eourses of
action.



P2t1ion. Growtg l Rates, UrSbanstion In
Ed Solected Countries A th* 

------ Urban Population ------ Number of

As Percentage Averae Annual. --- Percentage of Urban Population---- Citieos of

Of Total Growth late In Cities of Over Over 500,000
PoRnist - _Dnergent) In larnset City 500.000 Pesoa ,

1965 1988 1965-80 1980-88 1960 1980 1960 1980 1960 1980

Argenti 76 2.2 1.8 U 45 54 60 3 5

Brazil SO 7S 4.5 3.6 14 1S 35 S2 6 14

Chile 72 8s 2.6 2.3 38 44 38 44 1 1

Colombia 54 69 3.7 3.0 17 26 28 51 3 4

Mexico 55 71 4.4 3.1 28 32 36 40 3 7

Sources hID moald Develomnt Renort. 1990.
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Cis, Sl. ad Gzmugh Ratee. 1990

City Six* CateEorr 1g. of Citiea AveraEe Growth Rate
(1970-1990)

Metropolitan Area 4 2.9
(over 1 million)

Secoudar Cities 58 4.8
(100,000-1 mllion)

S,rcet SUDUE, 1990.
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Page I of 2

'SOCIAL' ltme of Oxrth lan untAIl Ctte.s., 190-1950 I/

Cities by Region 1950-1960 1960-1970 1970-1980

Pront*ra Oeete
Juarez 4.70 1.09 -0.17
Mexicali 6.27 0.44 -0.72
Tijuans 5.60 2.47 1.06
Ensenada 4.72 2.50 1.07

Frontera Rate
Nuevo Laredo 1.35 1.58 -0.21
Reynosa 4.54 3.09 0.23
Matamoros 3.71 0.81 -0.10

Sonora Pacif to
gEemoAillo 4.29 2.59 1.89
Obregon 4.22 1.59 0.36
Guayusa 2.25 0.88 -1.92

Siasloa Paclfico
Culiacan 2.18 3.03 1.70
Mazatlan 2.66 0.62 0.86
Los Mochis 2.43 1.88 1.63

Guadalajara 3.41 2.07 0.61
Leon 1.42 1.24 0.80
Irapuato 2.20 0.02 0.28
Morelia 1.20 0.98 2.03
Celaya 2.29 -0.15 2.25
Uruapan 0.25 2.19 -0.18
Zamora 0.19 0.86 -1.04
Tepic 4.37 1.16 1.54
Colima 0.26 -0.22 0.28
Zacatecas -1.40 -0.27 0.53

loreste
Moneerrey 3.11 1.96 1.37
Saltillo 0.03 1.24 1.94
San Luis Potosi -1.21 0.01 0.88

Golfg o Ctro
Jalapa -0.15 1.59 1.39
Orizaba 0.83 -0.12 -0.40
C6rdoba -0.41 1.33 -0.15
Veracruz 1.06 1.92 0.51

a/ 'Social" refors to not migration rates as calculated by SIDU, 1988.
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TiLblg 3
Page 2 of 2

wSCwUw itma of Growth n PrIaciwal cities. 1950-1980

Cities by Rsgion 19S0-1960 1960-1970 1970-1980

Central
Ciudad de Mx2ico 1.94 2.15 1.45
PuNbla -0.10 1.73 0.66
Toluca -0.28 1.44 2.29
Quer6taro -0.04 1.51 2.93
Cuernavaca 1.25 2.78 1.04
Pachuca -1.81 -0.69 -0.85
Cuautla -0.09 0.96 0.34

Cities Not Integrated
in Syatems

Froutera Rate
Victoria 1.30 1.95 1.89

Centro Norte
Aguascalientes -0.39 -0.28 1.03
Chihuahua 1.73 0.52 0.71
Duraugo 1.51 0.61 1.39
Torre6t -0.73 -1.78 -0.19
monclova -0.06 3.01 -0.61

>wCfiicO Sur
Acapulco 2.13 9.67 1.41
Oaxaca 2.27 1.15 -0.15

Golfo
Tampico -0.66 1.17 0.35
Coatzacoalcos 2.36 2.64 1.79
Poza Rica 6.77 2.59 0.04
Villabormoa 0.96 2.95 0.59

Sureste
Tuxtla 1.21 2.28 2.76

P. yucatAn
HMrida -1.37 -0.85 1.71
Campeche 0.26 1.16 2.26

Sources SDME, 1989.
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Urbanised Ibfon o£ orhern Mco

C£tv Poulation tOO0.s)
1990

Border Cities
Ciudad Juare: 765

Ciudad adero 160

Matamoros 282

MexicalL 572

NEhvo Laredo 218

eynosa 340

Tijuaa 743

Subtotal 3,080

State Caoitals
Chihuahua 514

Herosillo 427

Meutewroy 3 . 200.

Victoria 198
Subtotal 4,339

Total Urban in Remo 7,419

Source: S=DUE.
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TABL-1 3

ortality and lliteracy in Mexico by lesion

Mortality Illiteracy
Regions Rate

1987 1980 1985

Northwest 5 10.1 5.5

North Central 5.5 12.6 6.5

Northeast 4.7 8.3 3.9

southwest 6.1 21.3 12.7

central 5.4 15.4 9.4

Distrito Pederal 4.7 5.9 4.5

Southeast 6.6 26.7 15.9

National 5.4 17.0 12.0

Indicators in regions were averages of states indicators weighted
by population.

SOURCE: Mexico Social 1987, Indicadores Seleccionados, Banamex,
Mexico.
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Z&ILL6

baki Iaftastwctue d.n Kmeco bw Resmio

Housing ith
Cities with

Regions Water Electricity Sag.te Water
q X X X

1980 1980 1910 1982

Northwest 78.3 79.5 46.7 78.0

North Central 67.4 67.2 41.0 52.3

Northeast 81.8 84.4 53.7 61.4

Southwest 68.7 72.3 48.6 55.5

central 79.1 82.2 61.9 77.5

Distrito Federal 92.2 97.4 85.0 100.0

Southeast 47.9 55.3 20.8 32.9

National 73.32 77.07 52.25 50.2

SOURCEs Bense, Dopartamento de Estudlos Sociales. In Mexico Social 1987,
Iudicadores Seleccionados, Mico.
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TABLE 7

oxico
............. ........................

CUDs Atlocgt1gn of Resouro... 1965-1968 (e)

............. ........................... *......................................................

T E A R S
sEcTaf a SUSECTORS 1983 1984 18 1986 1987 198

..... ....... *^*......._,_,................... ............ .......................... .......

STATE OF JEYO LEON
...................

I AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, FISNERV 172.0 112.5 407.8 121.6 309.7 49.1
2 CONUWNIlATIONS AND TRAWSPORT 293.9 25S.5 348.8 346.3 702.1 562.3

2.1 URIIN ROkM 0.0 64.1 10.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.2 STATE ROADS 88.8 94.8 204.1 336.3 658.9 438.7

3 SOCIAL IELFARE 465.1 897.1 7S3.0 1040.0 1558.5 3413.8
3.1 INFOATRUCTURE DibELOPUT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 430.5
3.2 WATER VJPPLY 241.1 201.1 65.0 530.2 364.7 1065.1
3.3 SEUERA4E 42.1 234.3 160.3 251.5 564.1 747.3
3.4 tIRV OFW SCOOMF INFRANT. 122.8 297.9 490.S 236.7 461.4 1159.0

4 ENERGY 0.0 60.7 S2.4 11S.8 84.0 0.0
5 URSAM OEMELOPIENT 200.7 244.4 654.5 67.7 17m7.0 40.3

5.1 INFRASTRUC. & EE0IP. TRANSPORT 2.S 46.4 325.5 7.1 1604.2 40.3
6 ECOLOG 0.0 0.0 0.0 31.9 932.8 2528.0

6.1 CONTROL OF WATER POLLUTION 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.1 0.0 0.0
7 TRADE 3S.4 62.4 0.0 0.0 23.6 0.0
8 tOTAL: 1167.1 1632.6 2216.5 123.3 5383.7 6593.5

STATE OF TAKAULIPAS
................ .

I AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, FISNERY 152.9 93.2 213.1 50.7 241.4 352.0
2 C IUUNCATIONS AND TRANSPORT 119.3 302.1 419.4 350.S 839.2 1104.1

2.1 UR3AN ROADS 0.0 S0.7 25.3 78.4 0.0 0.0
2.2 STATE ROADS 53.5 80.7 170.9 161.2 708.3 951.9

3 SOCIAL VELPARE 605.1 866.7 702.8 620.9 1236.9 3437.1
3.1 SIPRASTRUOCIME D£ELOPNET 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 652.3
3.2 WATER SLPPLY 152.0 44.3 81.3 104.5 327.4 338.3
3.3 SEURAGE 36.9 69.9 S3.3 63.0 273.6 759.2
3.4 INUUOWI OF SCIOOL IJ"M . 175.2 101.2 3.2 42.4 367.3 838.1

4 ENEb 2.9 45.7 14.2 18.1 219.2 35.3
5 URAN DEVELOPNENT 62.5 1.9 138.7 68.4 ¶21.4 507.3

5.1 INFRASTRUC. A SQUIP. TRANSORT 62.5 0.0 66.4 68.6 121.4 507.3
6 ECOLOGY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6.1 CONT RO M ATER POLWTION 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 TRADE 0.0 0.5 O.S 33.6 0.0 0.0
8 TOTALs 942.7 1310.1 1488.7 1142.2 2658.1 54.8

..........................................................................................
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TABLE 7

Page 2 of 5
NEXICO

CUDa Atlowation of R sowo, 193-1988 (a)
.......................................

............................................................ ..................................................................................... 

Y I A R S
SECTORS & SUBSECTORS 19U3 19 195 1961i 9l6 196

,,,................ ....... ..... ......... ..............

STATE Of CHIHUAHUA
...................

I AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY FISHERY 448.0 131.7 204.2 163.1 139.9 939.7
2 COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSPORT 348.5 362.0 63.0 2453.3 4845.3 27s.6

2.1 URN RODS 128.7 46.5 17.8 632.4 2849.3 64S.4
2.2 STATE RADS 115.2 202.2 266.9 941.1 706.7 1610.1

3 SOCIAL WELFARE 441.9 596.0 593.9 69.6 1619.0 2514.1
3.1 INFRASTRUCtURE DEVELOPMT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 331.0

3.2 WATER SUPPLY 96.0 123.9 124.3 141.0 336.7 473.9

3.3 SEWERAGE 224.4 262.6 196.9 154.1 738.6 734.3
3.4 IMPROYEINT OF SCHOOL INFRAST. 119.4 199.0 297.4 368.6 511.0 938.8

4 FWERGY 0.0 163.9 217.0 221.8 903.7 1902.6
J URBAN DEVELOPMENT 0.0 0.9 14.6 16.8 4.5 0.0

5.1 INFRASTRUC. & EWAIP. TRANSPORT 0.0 0.9 S.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 ECOLOGY 0.0 0.0 0.0 134.6 13.0 89.3

6.1 CONTROL OF WATER POLLUTION 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 TRADE 0.0 47.0 0.0 0.0 3.6 6.7
a TOTAL: 1238.4 1321.S 1712.7 3702.2 7529.0 8228.2

STATE OF MAYARIT
)................

1 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, FISHERY 737.1 431.4 41.4 862.9 1536.5 2131.0
2 COIUWNICATIONS AND TRANSPORT 635.9 1003.7 1800.7 1653.2 2626.7 6256.3
2.1 URIAN ROADS 0.0 97.3 0.0 0.0 14.4 17.7
2.2 STATE ROADS 1S0.4 205.7 413.3 496.4 1134.1 2974.0

3 SOCIAL WELFARE 793.9 1935.2 1417.0 957.4 1703.0 4048.S
3.1 INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 490.5
3.2 WATER SUPPLY 1S9.0 707.0 370.8 269.4 "40.7 84?.S
3.3 SEWERAGE 106.2 61.1 108.2 10.9 332.9 391.3
3.4 INPMVEHENT OF SCHOOL INFRAST. 321.1 972.6 921.3 671.1 921.0 2203.7

4 ENERGY 19.0 66.1 113.2 66.2 160.5 446.7
5 URDAM DEVELOPMENT 0.0 96.0 13.5 345.9 373.7 732.9

5.1 INFRASTRUC. & EQUIP. TRANSPORT 0.0 67.3 8.6 345.9 373.7 732.9
6 ECOLOGY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6.1 CONTROL OF WATER POLLWTION 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 TRADE 274.3 202.0 159.9 513.3 465.0 206;9
8 TOTAL: 2460.2 3734.4 395S.? 4616.9 6887.4 13834.3

............ ..............................................................................
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TAILS 7

Page 3 Of s
MEXICO

CUD Allocation of Resournc, 1M-l988 (a)
.......................................

..........................................................................................

Y E A a 8
SECTORS & SUASECTORS 193 1984 1985 1986 198? 1988

....................................... ... .... ..................................................................

STATE OF MEXICO
............. ............... 

1 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, FISHERY 5.1 33.0 86.1 143.7 308.9 568.6
2 CWKJNICATIONS AND TRANSPORT 95.6 71.6 188.4 227.0 598.1 812.2

2.1 U3MN ROADS 10.3 4.2 51.4 32.? 159.6 72.1
2.2 StATE ROADS 46.5 44.0 99.5 176.4 410.3 686.6

3 SOCIAL UELFARE 485.5 566.2 49f.2 346.2 663.5 1239.S
3.1 INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPHENT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 247.7 88.1
3.2 WATER SUPPLY 211.9 292.0 189.8 116.6 202.5 463.4
3.3 SEWERAGE 88.6 173.9 189.2 151.0 117.2 23.9
3.4 IMPROVMET OF SC001 INFRAST. 59.9 32.2 109.3 63.3 85.1 661.7

4 EIERIY 0.0 22.6 2.5 2.7 0.0 0.0
5 URI33A OEVELOP_T 156.1 190.S 9.8 34.1 4.0 5.9

5.1 IMFVISWTUC. & E1WI. TUYAMSPR 94.3 13S.6 46.2 1S.2 2.4 5.9
6 ECOLOGY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 55.7

6.1 CONTROL OF WATER POLWTION 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 TRADE 0.0 2.9 0.0 57.5 44.5 114.7
a TOTAL, 742.3 6.8 867.0 813.2 1619.0 27.6

STATE OF OAXAC

I AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, FIStERW 156.1 397.3 8U9.1 1033.2 1356.? 41".?
2 CONICATIOWS AND TRANPR 88S.2 619.7 945.2 901.6 1812.8 503.1

2.1 URSAN ROMDS 29.4 0.0 66.8 63.8 59.0 80.6
2.2 STATE ROA 75.9 230.6 12.1 228.4 44.8 1265.0

3 SOCIAL WELFARE 538.1 666.0 892.6 767.0 1482.8 4501.9
3.1 INFRASTRUCTUIRE EELOPNENT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1288.6
3.2 WATER SUPPLY 189.0 48.3 311.9 189.3 33.9 676.4
3.3 SEWERAGE 16.1 0.0 14.4 25.9 78.9 65.2
3.4 INR0EENT Of SCNOOL INFRAT. 270.8 359.4 507.6 496.1 M.2 1817.9

4 ENERGY 0.0 68.1 69.4 70.3 121.7 120.9
S URtAB DEVELOPN? 12.3 65.0 S.1 0.0 0.3 0.0

5.1 INFRAsTRUC. & tUIP. TRNSPT 12.3 2S.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 ECOLO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8

6.1 CONTROf VAR POLLWTION 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 TRADE 0.0 15.S 111.9 92.7 39.5 43.3
a TOTALs 1591.? 1831.6 283.3 234.8 4813.8 13332.7

..............
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Page 4 of 5
MEXICO

CURS AttoCetiOn Of Re8ources, 19M-1988 (a)
,,,,,,............................ .....

............................. ............................................................................ .............

Y E A RIS
SECTORS & SUSSECTORS 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

STATE OF TABASCO

I ARJOCLTURE, FORESTRY, FISHERY 607.5 78.8 45.6 81.5 10.2 442.7
2 COSRNICATIONS AND TRANSPORT 8".9 1S85.1 714.2 916.1 1762.6 2429.7

2.1 URIAN ROADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.2 STATE ROADS 261.4 1185.9 198.7 501.6 1513.3 1927.0

3 SOCIAL WELFARE 711.5 629.9 1186.9 994.4 1060.3 549.6
3.1 INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 314.4
3.2 WATER SUPPLY 291.0 12.4 244.3 28.0 6.3 0.0
3.3 SEWERAGE 224.2 67.2 99.3 123.0 354.2 235.2
3.4 IltROVEM OF SCNOOL INFRAST. 175.1 492.1 SS.7 742.8 61.8 0.0

4 ENERGY 26.2 91.2 68.3 47.1 156.8 184.5
5 URDAN DEVELOPMENT 14.7 422.4 16.3 0.0 12.5 0.0

5.1 IllFRASTRUC. & E0IP. TRANSOT 14.7 420.7 16.3 0.0 12.5 0.0
6 ECOLOGY 0.0 0.0 172.6 W9.9 82.3 0.0

6.1 CONtROL OF WATER POLLUTION 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 TRADE 0.0 68.9 73.3 54.3 175.5 0.0
8 TOTAL: 2385.8 2876.3 2275.2 2173.3 3260.2 3606.5

STATE OF YUTAN
........ ........... _

I AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, FtSIERV 32.1 564.? 1056.9 874.8 768.s 2407.7

2 CMINUNICATIONS AND TRANSPORT 312.2 481.8 1437.4 153S.1 3767.6 5987.0
2.1 URSA ROADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 94.1 567.7 0.0
2.2 STATE ROADS 77.0 108.6 246.3 435.4 1050.1 2233.0

3 SOCIAL WELFARE 607.S 1718.9 736.6 9$8.1 1093.1 4109.5
3.1 INFR"SCTURE DEVELOPENT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.4 128.7
3.2 WATER SUPPLY 302.9 1018.4 343.1 430.6 36.0 924.9
3.3 SEWERAGE 1.7 102.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.4 IMPROVENT OF SCHOOL INFRAST. 280.9 267.8 357.7 286.3 631.5 2692.0

4 EIERGY 0.0 261.2 143.1 159.4 636.9 531.0
5 URBAN DEVELOPT 581.2 517.4 108.9 12.8 0.0 0.0

5.1 INFRSTRC. & EQUIP. TRMSPT 88.0 388.1 1.6 12.8 0.0 0.0
6 ECOLOGY 0.0 1S.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6.1 CO1TROL OF WATER POLLUTION 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 TRADE 196.3 12.3 0.0 0.0 7.8 0.0
8 TOTAL: 1729.3 3572.1 3482.9 3550.2 6273.9 13035.2

..........................................................................................
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TABLE T

Paog 5 of 5
MEXICO

PUs Allocation of Reswarces, 198319 (a)
.......................................

...................................... ...................................................................... 4 ...... .......... 

V E A A S
SECTORS & SUDSECTORS 1963 1964 1963 1996 1987 1968

..........................................................................................

NATIONAL

I AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, FISHERY 155.? 201.8 30S.8 3S2.9 630.8 1042.0
2 COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSPORT 320.2 331.9 474.8 566.0 1354.8 2121.8

2.1 URBAN ROADS 12.3 22.9 293.? 63.6 243.9 171.2
2.2 STATE ROADS ?O.2 152.5 174.S 252.0 S6S.S 958.6

3 SOCIAL UELFARE 4S4.2 467.0 603.0 S86.9 1253.S 2665.1
3.1 INFRASTRUCTURE DEVE L09ENT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 125.4 481.6
3.2 hAtER SUPPLY 106.2 162.3 163.4 1S9.9 324.6 671.2
3.3 SEWERAGE 77.2 133.8 122.8 125.8 247.8 409.7
3.4 INPROVENENT OF SCHOOEL IFRAST. 1Ss.3 203.0 269.3 258.S 437.3 909.7

4 ENERGY 2.8 67.8 90.S 71.5 209.1 392.2
5 URBAN OEVELOPMENT 79.1 134.1 93.7 77.9 233.6 214.9
S.1 INFRASTRUC. 6 EQUIP. TRANSPORT 52.9 106.4 46.0 53.0 162.5 1S2.6

6 ECOLOGY 0.0 1S.S 19.6 72.3 84.7 130.0
6.1 CONTROL OF WATER POLLUTION 0.0 9.6 8.6 6S.7 43.8 14.9

-TRADE 33.0 24.7 26.0 43.0 45.7 37.7
a TOTAL: 1045.0 1382.8 1693.4 1766.S 3812.2 6603.7

t..........................................................................................

Source: Missin date copi ted from State uW fedeat *udee for 196.

(a) Totaels represent the setoral aggregates 1. 2, 3, 4, S. 6 and 7.
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TABLE 8

HEXiCO

Number and Average Populations of Municioios by State

STATE NUMBER OF MUNICIPIOS AVERAGE POPULATION

Aguascalientes 9 55,934
Baja California 4 306,359
Baja California Sur 3 73,796
Campeche 8 46.535
Coahuila 38 41,010
Colima 10 33.920
Chiapas 111 18.890
Chuihuahua 67 28,863
Durango 38 31.058
Guanajuato 46 66.183
Guerrero 75 28,989
Hidalgo 84 18,053
Jalisco 124 34.625
Mexico 121 62,361
M(ichoacan 113 26,980
Morelos 33 28.232
Nayarit 19 38,422
Nuevo Leon 51 48,300
Oaxaca 570 4,418
Puebla 217 15,115
Queretaro 18 40,336
Quintana Roo 7 29,980
San Luis Potosi 56 29,833
Sinaloa 17 1105.94
Sonora 69 21,724
Tabasco 17 67.633
Tamaulipas 43 44.766
Tlaxcala 44 12.438
Veracruz 203 25,934
Yucatan 106 9,761
Zacatecas 56 20,452

Source: BAIWAME.X 1986-87


